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There will come a time When the hidden will be uncovered And the shadows shall rise and reclaim what is theirs And out of the tempest, there will come a black storm And it shall rage against the gates - and overcome them . . . There will come a time . - from the Chronicle of the Lost Tribe Few enigmas in the World of Darkness are as ubiquitous yet simultaneously impenetrable as the Black Hand . This sect of fanatics has worn a shroud of mystery from its very beginnings. While it is true that its members are part of the Sabbat, even what the Sabbat knows for certain about the sect is limited to a fleeting wisp of rumor here, a foggy conjecture there . This secretive sect, truly more of a modem vampiric death cult than many might care to imagine, fills even timeand battle-hardened Kindred with an all-too-mortal dread at the very mention of its name . To the average Camarilla neonate, this cabal of inhuman assassins, soldiers and generals isn't just the fearsome paramilitary arm of an inhuman and fearsome sect . To a Camarilla neonate - and to no few elders - the Black Hand truly is the Sabbat . No vampiric cabal has earned its reputation more legitimately (or more thoroughly) than the Black Hand . But why the dreadful reputation? one might ask . What makes this group so terrifying as to make even the Damned scurry for their boltholes with a shiver? The reasons are as numerous and clouded as the sect's shadowy members, and it is this very obscurity - this pervading mantle of uncertainty - that maintains the infamy of the sect, working both enemies and allies to a fever pitch . Its exact numbers are unknown, its visible involvement in Sabbat affairs rare, its practices and internal workings a closely guarded secret . The sect contains



some of the most violent and dangerous Cainites who yet walk the night, but its leaders can and do demand - and receive - the absolute loyalty and obedience of those very same remorseless killers . Membership in its ranks gains a Sabbat member considerable status in the eyes of his less privileged packmates, yet many members keep their association a deep secret . The leaders of the Sabbat do not entirely trust the Black Hand, yet they do not hesitate to call on the sect's warriors when need arises, and the Hand has always responded faithfully. The Sabbat Inquisition makes no secret of its deep suspicions of the Black Hand and its secretive ways, yet its attempts to investigate the sect in any depth have always been mysteriously thwarted . So what is the Black Hand, truly? A small but disproportionately powerful faction among the Sabbat? A fanatical Noddist cult that diligently prepares for the coming of Gehenna? A corps of efficient assassins, brilliant military strategists, skilled martial artists, ruthless politicians, and dedicated veterans of the Jyhad? Truth be told, the Black Hand is all of these things . . . and much more . The Black Hand is also a cultic secret society whose roots are far older than the Sabbat itself . It preserves an ancient mystical tradition based in hidden Noddist lore, whose mysteries are taught only to those members who earn the right to be gifted with such knowledge. Its political goals range far more
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widely than the regency and consistory, and the vision of its founders continues to guide its leaders long after those founders have gone to ashes. It has played - and been played - on the chessboard of the Jyhad for centuries, and now, finally, the very last pieces are moving into place for the endgame . The Black Hand is a faction of Caine's Chosen, a faithful warrior elite determined to not only fight for survival in these Final Nights, but to win . . . and ultimately claim their reward from Caine himself.



herein will only scratch the surface, leaving them frustrated and hungry for yet more answers. To them we can only say . . . It's your secret . Make of it what you will . Chapter One : Movements of an Unseen Hand discusses the long and tradition-steeped history of the sect, from its origins as a Middle-Eastern death cult to its acceptance in and eventual critical importance to Sabbat affairs . The cult has survived centuries of civil wars, political strife and internecine turmoil to get where it is tonight - in the vanguard of the army while the bell tolls the knell of Gehenna itself . Chapter Two: Form Follows Function examines the sect itself, from the inside for a change . See how the group is organized ; what sorts of duties are expected of its members; and perhaps most importantly, the underlying mindset of this long misunderstood sect . Chapter Three : Tactics and Methodology explores the sect's modus operandi and the various ways in which its members carry out their orders, in addition to providing a detailed look into the military and political strategies employed by the sect's leadership . Chapter Four : We Are Legion gives players a look at how to build the perfect beast, discussing methods of character generation with a focus on background and character motivation . Also included herein are a handful of Black Hand powers, including high-level and combination Disciplines and the secret behind the sect's facility with ritual . Chapter Five : Storytelling provides Storytelling tips on running all types of Black Hand games, from integrating the Black Hand into ongoing chronicles to using it to maximum effect in chronicles that may or may not have the sect as the focus of the plot .



THEME AND MOOD Almost every historical fanatical warrior cult has some concept of reward in the afterlife for the deserving . Any warrior who died in the cause knew that he was going to a well-deserved paradise in exchange for making the ultimate sacrifice . It is this belief that allows warriors to face death without fear - because they know death is not truly the end, but rather a new beginning . However, one of the underlying themes of Vampire is that vampires are, by their own definition and under the beliefs of the mortals from which they come, Damned . For them, the afterlife holds only torment, emptiness and horror, for their curse cuts them off forever from the paradise of their mortal ancestors . The longer they exist, the more terrifying the prospect of Final Death becomes, to the point where elders, Kindred or Cainite, go to great lengths to avoid putting themselves at any risk whatsoever . Cainites of any significant age are simply not the kinds of creatures of which martyrs are made . For the Black Hand, many of whom tend to be ancillae or older, and whose mission is to eventually win the final battle with the Antediluvians, this presents a bit of a philosophical dilemma . For the Black Hand to truly be the fanatical, death-defying cult of Caine's Chosen, they must cling to their concept of reward or rebirth after Final Death with all the faith their damned souls can muster . Ultimately, it's all they've got . And this concept, the notion of a final reward the belief that all their toil, dedication, and faith exists for something - is central to the theme and the mood of the sect as a whole . For these grim fanatics, the end thing truly is the only thing, and thus does the end truly justify all the means . When the reward is an eternity at the side of one's creator, is any price truly too high?



I WHAT'



A BLACK HAND LEXICON A number of terms are used throughout this book, some of which even faithful readers may never have seen or heard before . Thus, we've compiled them here, for ease of reader understanding and reference. Some of these terms are significant to the night-to-night functioning of the sect ; others aren't "mandatory" in any way, but are included to evoke further richness in tone and to fulfill the cult's thematic promises . Blooding, The : informal ritual used to initiate a member into full membership status . Cadets : Black Hand trainees ; the lowest of the low in the sect . Column : a permanent kamut . Ductus (pl . ducti) : in Black Hand terms, an actual job title ; the leader of a kamut or a column . Dominion : a title of status and respect within the sect, second only to a Seraph . Emissary : a position serving as the eyes, ears and mouth for the sect at all political levels . Hulul : title of the leader of the Assamite antitribu, currently held by Nizzam al-Latif. Kamut : a temporary Black Hand pack assembled to accomplish a specific sect mission .



S IN STORE



This book offers a number of different perspectives on this complex and multi-layered sect, many of which come directly from several in-character sources - voices of those within the Black Hand itself . The sources provided impart a healthy dose of subjectivity, the core to all Vampire books and stories . We don't want readers operating under any illusions where the Hand is concerned: The sect is far too interesting and involved in the struggles of the Final Nights for any one book to be able to hold the answers to all of its mysteries . For some, what follows will be more than enough to convey the wonder, the mystery and the dread that trail this cult like a shadow . For others, the material presented



t
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Mustajib : "deserving ones ;" newly initiated members of the Black Hand . Remover: Hand member who eliminates sect obstacles, often confused with shakar . Second : another title, used to refer to the trusted right hand of a dominion or Seraph . Seraph : one of the four (currently five) generals of the Black Hand. Shakar (pl . shakari) : Assamite term for the most feared assassins in the sect . Watch : geographically based cell of Hand members, usually assigned to a given city. Watch Commander : leader of Hand operations in a given area (also known as a Field Marshall) . Watchtower: a state of general sect readiness, similar to military defense conditions.



• Umberto Eco, "Travels in Hyperreality" - a deeply profound essay on the nature of cultural death obsession by the Italian master of post-modem philosophy . • Stephen Knight, Jack the Ripper : The Final Solution the book that inspired Alan Moore to create From Hell, this book astutely examines not only the Freemasons' possible role in the Whitechapel murders, but also the very nature of murder itself. • Jasper Ridley, The Freemasons : A History of the World's Most Powerful Secret Society - like the title says, an exhaustive history of the Freemasons and a good look at the real world cause and effect of the cult of personality evoked by secret societies . • Sun Tzu, The Art of War - an absolute classic and a must-have for anyone interested in exploring the mindset of the Black Hand as a whole . The oldest true treatise on military philosophy still extant, its wisdom has been read and followed by nearly every major military leader in history . • Robert Anton Wilson, Everything is Under Control a terrific guide to the many differing approaches to conspiracies and conspiracy theorizing . A true find for those interested in pursuing the origin and nature of the secret society at work . • Robert Anton Wilson, The Illuminatus! Trilogy - in many ways the seminal work on both conspiracies and the notion of the powerful secret society . Not for the easily offended, but at least it was crafted specifically to offend (if that lessens the blow at all) .
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There are a number of good sources one can turn to seeking information or inspiration on all the subjects at the core of the Black Hand's role in the World of Darkness . While a great many books have been written on the nature of secret societies, a significant number of those are either too over-the-top to be of any real use or are simply the paranoid polemics of deluded minds (and sometimes both) . Included below are some of the most engaging and widely read of such books (if not the most reputable) .
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Things that are done, it is needless to speak about ; things that have had their it is needless to remonstrate about ; things that are past, it is needless to blame . - Confucius



course,



From the journal of Piorr "Peter" Andreikov : Codename "Winter ." Yeah. I probably could've come up with something that sounded less like the evil henchman from the Monday Night Movie if they'd given me a little more time to think, but no . They wanted an answer right that minute, and I just flashed back to police academy and that little fuck Paulson always calling me "Iceman" and "Mr . Freeze." Nobody else in my life ever nicknamed me . At least Winter isn't quite as idiotic as Mr . Freeze . Anyway, I'm stuck with it now . I guess it'll have to work. I only have to use it on assignment . Under the circumstances I don't think it'd be all that bright of me to go on using the tape recorder as a journal, but I still need someplace to get my thoughts out where I can see them, poke at them, etc., etc . So I'm running this through a ciphering program, then encrypting it on top of that, then renaming the file as a dat so hopefully nobody would even think to look at it in the first place .



alone. Fine, it's great and honorable; I still want to know the details . Even back when I belonged to Clan Dorito I knew history was key. History is the father of motive, like Kombluth used to say. So I decided to do some digging . Jafar said he was good with it, as long as he could still get a hold of me if he needed to, and Chang even gave me some cards to take with -"calling cards," he said, just his codename engraved in a certain font on a particular card stock . You have to love the Emily Post mentality . It's a rare vato who's not ashamed to show his age . But while I quickly found Hand operatives who could tell me what the organization's been up to for the past couple centuries (though due to the Seraphim's tendency to go on a "need-to-know" basis, these were mostly bits and pieces of story that I still had to puzzle together), there don't seem to be too many folks walking the night who can remember before that - nothing specific to the Hand anyway . So I kept hitting a dead end right around about the beginning of the First Sabbat Civil War (1767 being the good-as-anyplace starting date for that) . Well, at least I'm no stranger to dead ends . I did what I always do and started going back over what information I had so far. I figured if I could come up with some kind of starting theory, even if it turned out to be wrong, that'd at least give me some direction. Right now I was asking vague-



THE LOST TRIBE When Chang brought me into the Hand, he told me I'd become part of a great and honorable heritage . Of course . What else would he say? I don't doubt his word, but it's just not in my nature or my training to leave vague remarks
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ass questions and getting nothing useful back. Looking through my notes again, a realization hit me . The kind that seems absolutely obvious in hindsight . We're a Gehenna cult . If some Ivory Tower bastard ever does get a hold of this he'll probably laugh his ass off when he reads that . As far as the Camarilla's concerned the whole Sabbat is one big Gehenna cult, or at least that's what they supposedly tell their childer. After all, we have these bizarre ritae, right? And prophecies and fire-and-brimstone sermons about the Apocalypse? But of course if that's what you start out with from night one, you're not going to think of it that way . It's not a cult, it's just the way things are . But what I mean is that the Hand specifically has things about it that struck me as being pretty damn cultish . The Weeping Stone, for example . Not so much the fact that it exists or that operatives are supposed to make a pilgrimage to it, but just how big a secret it is . Handers don't talk about the Stone, aren't allowed to talk about it - not even to other Sabbat who would probably be more than happy to join in the fun. Then there's this crescent moon logo we all sport . I remember hearing a Sermon of Caine where the priest kept going on about "she who wears the mark of moon," the "last hope of nations ." So maybe this symbol is its own thing . Maybe it was important to the Cainites long before the Sabbat . Anyway, looking at it this way helped, because I stopped asking people about "history" per se and started asking them about the Stone instead . What is it, is there a story behind it, does anybody know where the blood comes from, how come we don't tell the rest of the Sabbat about it, and the like . I got a lot of different answers, but over a couple months I was able to grope backward through these little scraps of legend till I got to a dominion who said she could give me the rest . I met her at her library-haven near the Huaca Huallamarca in Lima. She says there was a Gehenna cult, just like I'd suspected . It called itself the Lost Tribe .
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Generation who were Caine's first beloved . And if we don't want to suffer the same doom that awaits the Antediluvians, we must disavow them, turn once more to our Father and prove our loyalty by taking his side in the last battle . The Sabbat knows this only because we taught them, and there are still a few secrets the sect has never learned . THE WEEPING STONE



IDEOLOGY From my interview with "Boudicca," Toreador dominion operating in Peru : ear in mind, Winter, I got all this secondhand . My sire I wasn't actually part of the old cult, but he was a good four hundred years old when he finally blew away on the wind, and he knew a couple of the original members . I've dug through his papers here and there as time permitted, learned a few more things . Since Chang's vouching for you, I'll tell you all I can. None of this is a huge secret anyway, it's just obscure . And largely moot . We are the Tribe, or what it grew up to be . It hasn't really changed much . It just got bigger and more sophisticated . From what I've been able to gather, the Lost Tribe came into being somewhere between the fifth and the eighth centuries, and it believed more or less what the modern Sabbat believes . What they'd damn well better believe, anyway : That the Antediluvians betrayed Caine, disobeying his command against kin-slaying, murdering the Second



I remember reading somewhere that mortal Bible scholars think Iraq was the site of the Garden of Eden . If so, that's good, because it means our Stone is exactly where it should be : East of Eden, at or near the site of the First City, where the clan founders rose up and slew their sires . Or supposedly did . The Tribe's legend actually had an added wrinkle . It said that the founders succeeded in killing just two of their forebears, Enoch the Wise and Irad the Strong . When Zillah the Fair saw that her brothers were dead and she was next, she wept and cried out to Father Caine . He heard her pleas and took pity on her, changing her into a stone so that she wouldn't be found and killed . But still she continued to mourn, and her blood-tears continued to flow from the Stone, just as they do to this very night . Yeah, I know . It's all terribly archetypal, but you know the mortals had to have gotten their old myths from somewhere . Maybe this was the original story . I'm certainly not going to try to convince you now . You haven't tasted the Stone . Look me up again when you have .
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The point is, to taste the Stone is to taste the last remaining Blood of the faithful generation . To taste the Stone is to share in the promise Father Caine gave to his beloved Zillah, that she would walk the night again at his side when all was mended. The Lost Tribe took this very much to heart, which is why they named themselves the way they did . They also called themselves Zillah's Tears . And they guarded the secret of the Stone most closely, only revealing it to those few who had proved absolutely faithful to Father Caine's word . or# r nsiJfer ante f m e;iQ' ~~, yrvrB f fccS an° r m in - f IV l~r ru;! rlru ~y~' /I I G~~o nB fruchcrum ~Jbrf dolt t4 °m11 &Aw Mom/1~ ~~f ~+ .nrsn ynaf. d ~AU! ~ f~ fOne •r , J . 9d an 7 JJ JVMdl fh CSrone~,f , , z , Im OLtid, Jin(1if JeemJrueii-roofs f sFr emf ~~~~fna~n ra rsna~fe 9, eJ ~' n/ - n 11 ujr not unreeJanmbla f lf orm fre tCoy 0a ~ ~, W . Brll 110j f f~~Sfana' tt e~ ,~arun f fene n ~ arnarenf J ~n Cemt~mca /Q nxtr~ar, LJrom fan, .7 u not Life /, ru f'' Ma u emcrm Lvz~l' f/1LJ I19rI f r , Mr J iiii?, if
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THF CRESCENT Yes, the famous crescent moon. Well, the symbol, as you've guessed, is pretty damn ancient . It's linked with a number of goddesses throughout mortal history (also gods, but mainly goddesses) . For our kind, of course, the closest thing we have to a goddess is Lilith . I trust you know that legend. That it was Lilith who originally wakened the powers of Blood in Father Caine? No? Here, read this . The crescent moon in particular speaks to secret powers, hidden mysteries, because there's a lot of moon that's not showing but we know it's still there . The moon as goddess, the moon as the occult ; put it together, that's why I suspect a strong Lilith connection . No, you're misunderstanding. We're not Lilins . Lilins worship Lilith to the exclusion of Caine. They disavow Caine . We hate the Lilins just as much as the Inquisition does . And as far as I know, we don't have an official stance on Lilith herself . If she's on the outs with Father Caine, she's on the outs with us . If not, that's fine too - one less thing to worry about . Hold up your hand . Now you'll notice that the crescent points to the right . That means it's a waning moon. This is why I disagree with the people who think our sign has something to do with the Last Daughter of Eve . A crescent moon for a young woman, for the "last hope of nations," really should be waxing, not waning Maybe I'm off base . Waxing .ther,bui'sjtmynic is for arrivals, CHAPTER ONE : MOVEMENTS OF AN UNSEEN HAND 11







renewals . Waning is for destruction, for war, which certainly fits the Hand well enough. But when I look at this symbol, what I mainly see is one thin sliver of light holding fast against the engulfing darkness . That's us, soldier . As for the actual tattoo, I know it's been in use at least since 1550, because that's about when my sire was brought in and tattooed . Before that-no idea . I'm afraid you'd have to ask Jalan-Aajav himself, because the only other Licks I know of who could have answered that question are now M .I .A . or out of commission . Personally, I'm not in that much of a hurry to set it straight. I'd guess the crescent moon was always a part of the Lost Tribe's symbolism, but it probably took a while to develop the blood-rite for making the tattoo stick. Of course, according to my sire the old Tribe was mostly Assamites (some of whom were sorcerers) and Ravnos - and I'll readily admit I'm not up on what Ravnos can and can't do . So I suppose they might've had the tattoo from night one . I'm just going on what I've seen of how hard it is to invent new blood-rites . The point is, no, I don't think it was the Black Hand's Assamites who brought in the crescent . I suspect the First and Second Cities revered the symbol long before Islam ever did. Definitely before Constantinople adopted it as the emblem of their city . Now that's a connection that could be worth exploring . I've heard some weird stories about the goings-on in old Byzantium . You're Tzimisce, have you ever heard anything about this Dracon character? I just thought I'd check .
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Aajav is satisfied of their loyalty - he wouldn't have defended them to the rest of the Sabbat otherwise . He even swore on the Grand Inquisitor's Iron Reliquary! So that settles it . For me, for you, for all of us . I will be very disappointed if I hear otherwise . THE PILGRIMAGE One thing that's certain : Whatever is really going on at Alamut with the reported change of management, it's made the traditional pilgrimage to the Weeping Stone nigh impossible . Some of our guides we haven't heard from in months . A couple have come back to us with tales of being set upon by gangs of murderous rafiq. If we can't even keep them safe, what possible business could we have sending our young operatives out there?



t



Obviously, this just won't do . I can hardly bear to think of that creature at Alamut hearing of the Stone from the lips of our own deserters . But more importantly, we simply cannot allow our initiates to be deprived of the sacrament . It would be like . . . like being Catholic and never taking Communion! So there will have to be a renewal of the pilgrimage . No two ways about it . Whether that is renewal is accomplished by diplomacy or by battle, I don't care . But first we must find out what's going on . I am thinking this may be an excellent chance for some of these Assamite fledglings Jalan-Aajav so bravely spoke for to repay his kindness and prove that his trust is well-founded . . . . We stand in the shadow of Gehenna . I won't deny that, querido . But unlike the rest of our race, we have been preparing for many centuries to face the hour of despair . In
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fact it is the very hour for which we were created . We have suffered setbacks, yes . I promise there are more setbacks to come . There will be great pain and terror before the end . But I know that none of you will flinch now, at the crucial moment . Will you? Of course not . There's my brave boy!
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There will come a time When four shall rise and ride forth They shall wield the sword of Caine's will And they shall call the Chosen together Who have been anointed with the Blood They shall be as wolves among you And they will hunt And even the greatest, the stag with many tines The eagle on his eyrie The sentinel on the watchtower The king on his throne The dragon in the bowels of the earth Shall fall, and wolves will feed On his heart's blood, and be made strong . - from the Chronicle of the Lost Tribe 1, Piotr Andreikov, am dead . - from the Oath of Initiation, Ritus Mortuam Secundum



From the journal of Piotr "Peter" Andreikov :



The good thing about a rep like that is that half the time, the average Lick is too scared shitless of you to even think about finding out if it's true . The bad thing about it is the other half of the time, he can't decide whether he'd rather be your number one groupie or challenge you to Monomacy to demonstrate how hot shit he is. Or even worse, he thinks he's a pretty tough badass himself, and wants to join the club and get in on the action . Hell, he's even got his own katana . Give me a fucking break here .



The rest of the Sabbat knows surprisingly little about the Black Hand . Well, perhaps not so surprisingly, given that our mystique only adds to our reputation as the baddest bunch of motherfuckers on the whole damn planet . Coming from a bunch of self-aggrandizing bloodsuckers who would like to think they're the worst thing to happen to humanity since Sodom and Gomorrah, this ought to tell you something. What it really means is where the Code of Milan says "All Sabbat shall support the Black Hand," there's this unwritten subtext that adds "or they'll tear your withered guts out through your asshole, hack off your head and stomp what's left of you into a bloody pulp ." CHAPTER



I've come to the conclusion -based on my conversations with a number of Black Hand veterans and dominions - that more than a little of that ignorance is intentional . Familiarity breeds contempt, after all, and the less the vatos and chicas
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While echoing the same mockery of Church hierarchy as the Sabbat with its ecclesiastical titles, the founders of the Black Hand reached even higher for the source of their authority, and took their name from the loftiest ranks of the angels themselves : the Seraphim. As Heaven has only four archangels, so the number of the Council of Seraphim has always been four. They have led the Black Hand through the coalescence of the bitter survivors of the anarch wars into the Sabbat; the Sabbat's migration to the New World ; and three Civil Wars that, except for the Black Hand, might have torn the sect asunder . With such leadership, the Black Hand has remained a constant through the rise and fall of archbishops, cardinals and even regents . But the Final Nights have come, and portents of Gehenna are everywhere. The Tremere curse on the Children of Haqim has shattered like a brittle sword, and many of the once-faithful Assamite antitribu have abandoned their vows to Caine's Chosen and returned to their ancestral home . The leaders of the Gangrel clan-such as they are - have turned their backs on their former allies in the Camarilla, taking a good portion of their clanmates with them and depriving the Sabbat's hated foe of some of their fiercest fighters . And but a few years ago, the eternal night was shattered with the screams of the dying - mortal and undead alike - as one of the ancient Antediluvians rose from its long sleep and, in the space of but a week, all but wiped out its entire bloodline . The events of the last few years have wrought a series of rapid shifts in the Black Hand's leadership and direction. The loss of many of the eldest Assamite antitribu left tremendous gaps among the ranks of the dominions, emissaries and Watch Commanders, offering opportunities for sudden advancement among the experienced operatives whose ambitions had been long frustrated by Assamite domination . The ranks of the Seraphim themselves have been radically thinned ; of the four who have led the subsect for the past half-century, only JalanAajav remains . Without Izhim ur-Baal to moderate his strategies, or Djuhah to challenge his decisions, the scarred Gangrel warlord has become the undisputed leader of the entire subsect, a position he no doubt plans to take full advantage of while he can .



really know about how we operate, the more omnipotent and terrifying we look. But that's the view from the outside-those of us who wear the mark of the sable crescent had damn sight better know exactly what we are, and why the subsect operates the way it does. That's why I've compiled these files, based on several years of research, discussions with other brothers and sisters in the Hand, and my own observations . If these are indeed the Final Nights, we don't have a lot of time left to get ourselves ready, much less train new cadets and mustajib in our hallowed traditions . The time for oral traditions and seven-year apprenticeships has passed ; we no longer have the luxury of eternity before us . Because, ready or not, Gehenna is coming . End of journal entry



ORGANIZATION The true strength of the Black Hand has never been in numbers . Being small, several hundred members at most, I guess, it has never had an elaborate organizational structure. Flexibility is of far more value to the subsect's leadership than tiers of hierarchy . Most of its agents are distributed throughout the Sabbat as members of ordinary Sabbat packs, and are only called into active duty as needed . When the Black Hand acts, it acts primarily at the level of the kamut, a pack summoned into existence for a specific and finite purpose and then disbanded, its members dispersed once again to their original Sabbat packs. Extraordinary circumstances might call for more than one kamut to be assembled for a more complex mission, such as the recent (and highly successful) Sabbat drive up the East Coast, but such occasions have not been frequent in the faction's history. Only two intermediary tiers of command stand between the common Black Hand member and the Council of Seraphim : the dominions ; and the ductus of their kamut, if they're on active assignment, or the local Watch Commander for those who aren't. THE SERAPHIM GENERALS OF THE JYHAD



MISSING INACTION No one in the Black Hand has seen or heard from the ancient Assamite warrior Izhim ur-Baal in nearly two years . While Izhim has always been as mysterious as any elder with his comings and goings, rarely speaking of his intentions even to his most trusted associates, it is hard to imagine that the wisest and most cunning of the shakari could himself have been outmatched, or would have abandoned the subsect he helped to found. Yet in the wake of the mass desertion of so many of his brothers, Izhim's continued absence is a silent void in the Hand's leadership that Jalan-Aajav by himself cannot fill . The fate of Djuhah, the other Assamite Seraph, is equally uncertain . Rumors of the powerful warrior's Final Death have spread like storm winds among Hand operatives, based on the description of ashen remains found in the ruins of his haven . But as his seconds and an entire Black Hand column led by the legendary warrior Taliq are also currently unaccounted for, some questions yet remain. Particularly with Izhim missing as



The Seraphim are the Black Hand's generals, who answer only to the Regent of the Sabbat, and who collectively have absolute authority over all members of the Black Hand . They determine what assassinations should be carried out, what requests for assistance from Sabbat leaders should be answered and how, and assign dominions as needed to see it all done . They pass judgments on Black Hand members accused of any disloyalty, disobedience to their superiors, or any offense against the Sabbat's Code of Milan . They also judge their own members on accusations of infernalism, refusing to surrender them to the authority of the Inquisition . Historically, the Seraphim have not always agreed on matters of doctrine, policy or action, but when the dust settled and a decision was made, it was usually the will of Izhim ur-Baal that prevailed . Now Jalan-Aajav holds the rank of First Seraph, and thus far, none of the acting Seraphim have attempted to thwart his will - though that compliance is not likely to last forever .
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well, Djuhah's failure to reappear speaks far louder than the protests of acting Seraph Yazid Tamari, Djuhah's charismatic grandchilde, who struggles to maintain Assamite solidarity among the Chosen .



More recently, Jalan-Aajav has acted to preserve the Black Hand's internal stability by appointing not three, but four experienced and qualified dominions to fill the seats of the missing Seraphim - at least for the duration of the present uncertainty . He chose four, rather than three, for political reasons . First, he can potentially offer the future regent the opportunity to select which three would keep their title and position on the council . Second, the competition between the four juniors on the council will hopefully keep them from uniting in an alliance against him - Jalan-Aajav will permit no further thwarting of his vision or his plans for the Black Hand in these Final Nights . His choices included the Nosferatu dominion Teresita, a staunch Ultra-Conservative, but also a resident of Mexico City and a well-respected strategist ; Yazid Tamari, an emerging leader among the remaining Assamite antitribu, whose political savvy (and apparent ignorance of his grandsire Djuhah's secrets) is an asset when dealing with the consistory ; Banjoko, a Lasombra whose reputation among the traditional Noddists and even the Inquisition is that of a conciliator and pragmatist ; and finally, the Tzimisce Kazimir Savostin, an experienced spy, shakar and Noddist scholar and a former associate of Izhim ur-Baal, but whose loyalty to the Hand Jalan-Aajav has declared unassailable .



The fourth Seraph, Elimelech, has never been entirely reliable - or for that matter, rational . Given the old one's sometimes tenuous grip on the realities of night-to-night existence, and his propensity for casual violence when even mildly annoyed, his absence from even his known havens comes more of a relief than a matter for concern . Jalan-Aajav, in fact, would doubtless prefer that Elimelech remain among the missing for the rest of eternity .



FOR THE STORYTELLER THE ASHES OF ENOCH The destruction of Enoch and the collapse of the ancient sect known as the Manus Nigrum has had but a limited obvious effect on the Sabbat's Black Hand most of the Hand, including Jalan-Aajav, never knew the "True Hand" existed, much less how much the Manus Nigrum had interfered with Black Hand operations over the past several centuries . However, with the disappearance of both Djuhah and Izhim ur-Baal, some of these long-secret connections are being uncovered, or revealed by surviving Manus Nigrum agents such as Kazimir Savostin, who has thrown his full support and loyalties to the Black Hand and Jalan-Aajav in exchange for his own unlife and protection from his former masters' revenge. The secrets Jalan-Aajav has learned from Kazimir are not - and likely never will he - knowledge he will share with the consistory or even most members of the Black Hand. But it is likely fair to say that should either Izhim or Djuhah ever return, they're going to have more than a little bit of explaining to do . The actual number of Man us Nigrum agents in the Black Hand was never high, and Kazimir did not know them all . The few members of that cult who still remain hidden within' the Black Hand, including the members of a few of the controversial columns, now face their own personal crisis of loyalty and survival . Where each of them goes from here, only time will tell . For more information of the razing of Enoch, the Vampire Storytellers Handbook .



The acting council has elevated more veteran operatives to the ranks of the dominions, and redistributed the Black Hand's membership among the Sabbat packs as needed to fill the weaknesses the Assamite desertion left in the Hand's eyes and ears. The disappearance of three Seraphim has not gone unnoticed outside the Black Hand . Before the truth about Galbraith's Final Death was revealed, talks among the consistory regarding selecting the successors had already begun . There is no precedent (as if that mattered to the Sabbat) for the consistory (the cardinals and prisci of the Sabbat) to choose a new Seraph of the Black Hand ; the Hand's leaders have always been appointed from within, with the blessings of the regent . Fortunately, in the sudden vacancy of the regency, the consistory is currently far more concerned with its own political affairs than those of the Black Hand, which most view as far less threatening in its present apparently leaderless state anyway . Until the crisis of the regency is decided and the resulting political fallout settled or eliminated, not even the prisci are likely to have the audacity to attempt to appoint a Seraph and risk the wrath of the one Seraph who still remains - or the power of the forces he commands .



e



DOMINIONS THE NEW COMMAND In the Final Nights, Jalan-Aajav, or Aajav-Khan to those who know him well, stands as the de facto First Seraph of the Black Hand . Already his leadership has borne significant challenges, such as the abrupt and unexpected desertion of the eldest of the Assamite antitribu in the middle of one of the biggest Sabbat offensives in its history . It was Jalan-Aajav who initiated an investigation into the nature of the treachery, and presented his findings to the consistory . His quick response to the crisis doubtless saved many Assamite members of the Black Hand from the retribution of their fellow Sabbat over the betrayal of the Assamite elders.



The only level of permanent rank between the Seraphim and the rest of the Black Hand's membership, the dominions are the senior executive officers, the mission commanders who oversee anything from a small operation involving only a single kamut to a full-scale siege . They are proven leaders, usually with a century or more of experience, and have demonstrated a good sense of strategy, the ability to improvise successfully when plans fail, the capacity to lead and inspire those under their command, and of course exceptional combat abilities . To be raised to the rank of dominion is considered a high honor, a recognition of decades - if not centuries - of stalwart and selfless service to the Black Hand and the Sabbat .
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Most dominions do not serve under the command of a particular Seraph, but obey the orders given by the council as a whole, which allows for flexibility in assignment, and also theoretically prevents any one Seraph from developing his own personal officer corps . When the necessary number of Seraphim approve a mission, one Seraph takes ultimate responsibility for overseeing its completion, and appoints one or more dominions to carry it out according to their particular specialties or backgrounds. In practice, each Seraph has his own opinion of which dominion is right for a given job, and tends to use the same list of proven dominions from one mission to the next . Some dominions have been selected by different Seraphim for different missions, though the choice may be as motivated by the Seraph's own political agenda (or even clan bias) as an honest assessment of the dominion's abilities as a leader in the field . Dominion is a rank of honor, not a job title . While many dominions still belong to Sabbat packs - in fact, those who do often lead them as ducti - some others do not, dedicating all their nights to the Black Hand . A dominion may lead a kamut on a particular assignment, captain a permanent column, or command a Watch; she may represent the Black Hand as an emissary to the Sabbat leadership, be assigned to a particular Sabbat leader as an military advisor, or serve as an aide or second to one of the Seraphim . Dominions oversee the recruitment, training and initiation of new Black Hand members, and serve as the messengers and intermediaries between the Council of Seraphim and the membership at large . A dominion may be sent with a kamut of advisors to provide strategic advice and support to a Sabbat siege, or given an assignment that she must accomplish alone . More than anything, a dominion is a highly effective operative in her own right, who can be trusted to carry out an assignment to completion no matter what obstacles stand in her way. A Black Hand operative is raised to the rank of dominion by the recommendation of other dominions and the approval of the Seraphim . A sizeable number of the dominions have been freshly promoted in the wake of the Assamite desertion, and the attrition from the East Coast war or the fall of New York . However, none are neonates by any means, and all are eager to prove themselves worthy of their new rank and responsibilities .



M



POSITIONS OF NOTE ost members of the Black Hand, known as operatives, any special rank ; they are all equal in the service of Caine . Even Iagents, so, there rafiq, arebrothers, a number of sisters positions or even within comrades, the Hand do that not hold even "ordinary" operatives - if there is such a thing - can aspire to. Each carries its own particular set of duties which, if performed well, can prove an operative worthy of additional responsibility or even advancement to dominion . DUCTI AND WATCH COMMANDERS Unlike the Sabbat, in the Black Hand, ductus is a job title which refers to the leader of a kamut on a particular mission . In recent years, the slang term "alpha" has become even more popular, as much to distinguish the position from the ductus of a Sabbat pack as it is a reflection of the relative youth of many operatives . While this position is often filled by the dominion
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SECONDS: AT THE SERAPH S RIGHT HAND A second serves a dominion or Seraph as his trusted right hand and second-in-command (a Seraph's second has the rank of dominion), whose responsibility it s to se tha her supervisor's orde s are car ied out, In some sense, a second acts almost as a templat, serving as bodyguard, aide and messenger ; also, a second is presumed to speak with her supervisor's authority. Her level of status relates directly to the status of the one she serves . A second is a member of her dominion's Sabbat pack (if he has, one),, and shares a V inculum bond with him (and likely the pack as well) . A dominion may take one second ; any larger' number must be approved by the Seraphim . A Seraph can have as many as three seconds (the number of the second Generation, the childer of Caine) . A second can be a childe or a loyal packmate, but the duty cannot be imposed ; it must be accepted freely . A second is expected to be absolutely loyal, to give all of his energy and attention to his dominion's business and personal safety, and to be gladly willing to give his unlife for that of his dominion or Seraph . This devotion far surpasses that engendered by a, traditional blood bond. The basis of their extreme dedication lies in Eastern traditions of selfless service, , , where a sultan might order one servant to jump from the top of a minaret and be obeyed, while another servant might take an arrow meant for his lord or even gladly drink poison, as the supreme demonstration of his devotion. In displaying a similar degree of loyalty, a second also demonstrates the loyalty of a childe to his sire - or the loyalty the Antediluvians themselves should have shown their master, Caine . Thus does a second prove both the Worthiness of the one he serves, and his own, for the final night of `Caine's judgment on all his childer . A dominion whose second is slain in her defense must make answer to the Council of Seraphim as to the causes of that faithful servant's Final Death ; only if she is cleared of blame is she permitted to take another . A second who survIves when his dominion has perished is likewise judged, and if found at fault, is executed as a traitor to his vow. In the long, violent history of the Black Hand, two seconds are known to have committed themselves to the sun rather than face the shame of their failure to die in their dominion's defense .



commanding the mission, at other times the dominion may also give the position to the most experienced member of the assembled kamut, particularly in a large operation involving several packs . An operative who serves successfully as ductus for one mission may well be chosen to lead another, and might eventually rise to the rank of dominion himself . Those chosen for such positions of responsibility are usually seasoned veterans, who have served the Black Hand for decades, and often lead their own Sabbat packs .
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A Watch Commander, however, fills a more permanent or at least, long-term) position with similar responsibilities to oversee and lead a territorial cell of all Black Hand members residing in that area . The Commander keeps an eye on local Sabbat politics, and ensures that all Black Hand members partake of the Vaulderie with each other, in addition to the ritus with their own packs . She is the de facto superior officer for all members under her Watch not assigned to a kamut . She also serves as the official conduit for communications from the Hand leadership down to the local members, including updates to the codes in current use, watchtower level (see Chapter Three : Tactics and Methodology for a discussion of watchtowers), and news about other Black Hand actions (as appropriate) ; she may be a teacher of Black Hand philosophy and catechism as well . She may recommend a promising candidate for initiation to the dominions (even if she is not a dominion herself) ; report on local political affairs to the Seraphim's emissaries ; or provide recommendations to dominions looking to fill a kamut as to the skills and qualifications of members of her Watch . If asked to command a kamut herself, she is responsible for appointing a lieutenant to command the Watch in her place (though as a rule, Commanders are not asked to lead kamuts, given their responsibilities locally) . Watch Commanders are generally (but not always) the senior Hand member in a given city or region . Often they hold the rank of dominion, though sometimes not, depending on the territory involved . Watch Commanders for major Sabbat cities are almost always domin-



CHAPTER



Two :



ions, as are those assigned to build up Black Hand strength in areas bordering Camarilla-dominated territories . Commanders are appointed by the Seraphim for their strong leadership ability and administrative skill, but they often demonstrate political sensitivity, though they are not necessarily the known emissaries for the territory they oversee . EMISSARIES



While the Black Hand makes good use of its muscle, it also needs members with real social and political acumen to serve as the eyes, ears and mouth of the subsect at all levels of the Sabbat's political hierarchy . From the councils and quiet back rooms of the consistory and the entourage of the regent, to the esbats of the local bishop, the Hand sends its official - and unofficial - emissaries to be the public face and voice of the subsect's leadership and its hidden members . They serve as advisors to local or sect-wide Sabbat leaders, trade subtle insults with Inquisitors, and maintain a visible and politically active presence in Sabbat domains . While emissaries to the consistory and cardinals' retinues tend to be experienced dominions, at local levels that responsibility may be given or even simply effectively claimed - by any sufficiently ambitious and politically astute operative who knows his way around and is willing to take on the role . Emissaries also serve the very vital function of the Black Hand's official liaison, for any Sabbat leader who wants to call on the Hand's services "for the good of the Sabbat." To this end,
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THE BLACK HAND CENSUS-TAKERS



THE FABLED EXPLOITS OF THE EBONY FOX



What at first looked like just another wild idea from a Malkavian emissary has become one of the most useful tools in the Black Hand arsenal of political intelligence . The census-takers are low-level emissaries assigned to become familiar the Sabbat packs in their local area, ask questions about their political views, pack customs,, their members, their experiences in the last siege, new members, or how deceased members met their Final Deaths . In short, any question that occurs to the census-taker (and that she thinks she can get away with) may be asked, and results duly recorded . The census serves two vital purposes for the Hand (which does not share the data it collects with the local bishops) . First, it makes the vatos and chicas feel like their opinion on the state of the Sabbat actually matters to the almighty Black Hand, and thus reinforces the myth of Sabbat egalitarianism . Second, ' it gives the local Watch Commanders and other Black Hand officials, who see' the data and have the opportunity to ask the censustaker questions about what else she observed during her visit, a very detailed picture of the state of Sabbat morale, politics and readiness for future operations .



Among the stories' passed around the fire at Sabbat esbats or at the communal haven are the exploits of the Black Hand assassin known only as the Ebony Fox . Most stories identify the Fox as an Assamite of great skill and tenacity, with a quick wit and clever tongue . A master of disguise and all forms of weaponry, the Fox can appear to be either male or female, of any clan or physical shape ; his (or her) real identity is unknown . Stories feature daring escapes, dazzling martial arts and the gruesome details of the killings . Incredible odds are always beaten, the target (and anyone in the way) always gets hit, and the Fox keeps up his signature wisecracks right, in the face of his enemies . The Ebony Fox has become a veritable legend, particularly among the assassin groupies who make collecting the known lore and tidbits about the elusive shaker almost an obsession. Some even claim to have "relics" touched by the master assassin . In truth, the Ebony Fox does not exist, per se . The stories, greatly exaggerated to spice them up for the intended audience, are an amalgamation of missions carried out by Black Hand shakari with the addition of ideas drawn from literature, traditional folklore, movies and a vast library of Hong Kong' videos . The Ebony Fox's creator is Tarbaby Jack, a Nosferatu antitribu with a fondness for storytelling and a keen sense ofhw to keep the interest of even the most jaded Cainite audiences. The tales serve to impress on the listeners the grace and terrible skill of a Black Hand assassin in terms they both appreciate and - admire-and to shape Sabbat expectations of the assassins such a way that their real work can continue without interference from their most devoted fans . Tarbaby's greatest success carne when the Camarilla Justicar Cock Robin declared a blood hunt on the infamous Ebony Fox after the Final Death of his mentor and sire, Petradon . Needless to say, the Ebony Fox has thus far skillfully eluded all attempts to capture or destroy him . Tarbaby Jack, on the other hand, was recently elevated to dominion, and plans to do the same for the Fox, as soon as he comes up with a sufficiently spectacular story .



they must be able to not only identify and balance the different factions and interests of the local Sabbat, but know when and how to take appropriate action to best benefit the subsect and themselves. And for those whose understanding of factional agendas and leaders is keen, but whose ambition is of a more subtle nature, the Black Hand can also find a use for clever spies . ASSASSINS



The formal (Assamite) term for an assassin is shakar, but among the younger operatives of the Hand, slang terms such as "eraser," "hit man," and even "terminator" have become equally popular, particularly among those who do not actually function as assassins themselves . The Black Hand's reputation as a faction of silent and highly efficient killers is deeply rooted in Sabbat folklore . Among some Sabbat, admiration of the skill and deadly art of the assassin, whether perceived as ninja, shakar or Mafia hit man, has nearly become a cult in itself, though influenced far more by popular culture and creative speculation than the truth . The real assassins of the Black Hand, most of whom keep their affiliation with the subsect a closely guarded secret, avoid any contact with their would-be devoted fans .



raising even a hint of alarm . The goal of a competent shakar is to be totally unnoticed, even by his intended target . In many cases, the assassin also sets up another Lick of the target's acquaintance, either a rival or avowed enemy, so the death will be blamed on another party . This focuses any attempts at vengeance away from the truth, and keeps the Camarilla from realizing how serious a threat the Sabbat's assassins really are .



Most - but not all - of the Black Hand's shakari are Assamite antitribu, who have made a thorough study of the skills that have made their clan name synonymous with assassin in both major sects . But the real skill of the assassin isn't her ability to kill her target . All Black Hand operatives are more than capable of killing another Cainite, even one of considerable age and power, if given sufficient opportunity . What sets the assassins apart from their fellows in the Hand is their ability to kill their target on his home ground (sometimes even surrounded by allies and formidable defenses), to do so quietly and efficiently, and to just as quietly depart without



Despite the extreme awe in which the Black Hand's faceless assassins are held by their Sabbat brethren, they do not succeed nearly as often as popular urban legend would have their fans believe, and many never return . The survival rate of assassins is tied very closely to their degree of success in
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avoiding notice while on a mission . Since the assassin usually is working alone or with minimal support from a kamut that is waiting for him outside his target location, he's totally on his own should he be discovered. A successful assassin is one of the most careful and cautious operatives in the Black Hand, and dislikes dealing with the unexpected . He puts considerable time and effort into investigating, observing and planning the strike, leaving nothing to guesswork or random chance . It maybe noble to die in the cause of Caine, but no assassin wants to earn that honor through stupidity - his own or anyone else's . If something goes wrong, it's the assassin's call whether to continue and improvise, or scrub the mission and regroup . Most prefer to err on the side of caution and survive to plan again .



status of a shovelhead is hard to stomach, and there are those among the Hand who make sure that rookies get the message . The rookies must prove themselves worthy all over again, and the bar has now been raised . What passes for badass in the Sabbat doesn't even merit a nod ; the aspiring new Chosen must push himself beyond previous achievements and strive toward higher, tougher standards of physical, mental and spiritual prowess in order to earn the respect of his new peers . Rookies are often used to "fill out" a kamut, essentially being the extra guns (and sometimes the expendables) on a mission . While a rookie isn't yet trusted with mission-critical tasks, he may well be guarding the back of someone with that level of responsibility, who is trusting the rookie with her unlife so that she can concentrate on her work . Rookies may also be given potentially hazardous assignments such as scouting ahead, covering a retreat or guarding the kamut's escape route or vehicle . Many dominions look for opportunities to test a rookie's dedication and courage under fire, and consider a higher level of risk acceptable if it allows a "deserving one" to prove just how deserving he is . Rookies who survive and perform well in their first three missions are informally initiated into full Black Hand membership by the dominion and the kamut they have served with . This ritual, known as the Blooding, is considerably less formal and serious than the one used to initiate a new member into the subsect . While a Vaulderie and Blood Feast are traditional in addition to the formal announcement from the dominion of the new operative's advancement from rookie status, the nature of the actual "initiation" is left up to the kamut's twisted imagination (though in theory, the former rookie is supposed to survive the experience) . The Blood Feast and celebrations afterward can be pretty wild indeed .



REMOVERS Removers are the brute strength and paramilitary muscle of the Black Hand, the Cainites whom the dominion can point at an obstacle -whether it's a fortified bunker, a couple of archons, or the private security forces guarding the primogen's estate and simply tell them to "remove" that obstacle. The mission of removers is not subtlety but results, and results they achieve usually in the most direct, blunt and violent way possible . Removers are the front line, in-your-face troops in a siege : They are sent to "soften up" Camarilla resistance before the regular war parties arrive, or to go after the "hard targets" - the archons, notable elders or primary havens of the elite . Needless to say, the removers are the most visible of all Black Hand operatives, and the most respected by their fellow Sabbat . You'd better respect a remover, anyway, or he's likely to remove your face . Some of them don't have much of a sense of humor . This is not to say that removers are brainless grunts (at least, not most of them) . While many owe their position in the Hand to their combat abilities and courage under fire, they often have alternate skills as well . Removers may be skilled drivers or pilots, sharpshooters, demolition's specialists, radio operators or even security systems hackers . Leaders of remover kamuts need to be able to think fast and give orders that advance the mission's objectives, including coming up with a new plan of action when the original one (as often happens) fails to survive contact with the enemy .



CADETS Cadets are trainees, accepted as candidates but not yet initiated into full membership in the Hand, even lower in rank than rookies . Cadets rarely interact with Black Hand members, except in training exercises . Half a dozen or so "boot camps" for cadets operate throughout Sabbat territories, though their locations often shift due to the need for secrecy, political upheavals, or the desires of whatever dominion is the resident commander of that camp . One such camp is located in Mexico City, and run by the dominion Teresita ; another, run by a Gangrel biker known as Shaggydog, is completely nomadic and is rumored to make a full circuit of North America every year. The Colonel, a Malkavian remover, oversees an elite camp for his hand-picked cadets hidden in the swamps of South Carolina . An Assamite camp, newly re-established in the wake of recent events, now teaches its clan's antitribu fledglings somewhere in the southwestern United States . A cadet's training lasts several years (anywhere from four or five years to seven for Assamite neonates), and involves a good deal of field work ; however, the instructing dominions keep a watchful eye on their charges and step in quickly to prevent any interference with the educational process .



While real military experience is a plus for a remover, sufficient front line experience with Sabbat war parties can serve just as well . Remover kamuts are the most common (or at least, the best known) of all Black Hand missions ; they're found in the heart of the action in any siege, they take on the worst the Camarilla - or anyone else-has to offer, and kick their asses clear back to hell . It's no wonder removers really love their jobs . ROOKIES Newly initiated members of the Black Hand are formally known as mustajib, "deserving ones." The informal slang is simply rookie - no matter what their age or level of experience in the Sabbat may have been . A rookie is a member of the Black Hand who has participated in less than three missions . Rookies are the lowest ranked members of any kamut or Watch, and must obey orders from any senior member of the Hand ; in addition, they are not permitted to decline an assignment or challenge a tactical decision . For many Sabbat used to being the biggest badass in their pack, suddenly being reduced to the CHAPTER



KAMUTS The basic unit of the Black Hand's operations is the pack, usually referred to as the kamut, to clearly distinguish it from the ordinary Sabbat packs that Black Hand operatives are also
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a part of. A kamut can be as small as two or three members or as large as a dozen, depending on the mission involved . Most kamuts are one-shots, assembled by a dominion for a particular mission, and then dissolved when the mission has been completed . In theory, any combination of Black Hand members can be asked to work together as a kamut. In practice, a dominion often tends to select the same individuals for particular missions, those she has worked with before and feels are reliable . For some missions, particularly those called on short notice or that require a strong familiarity with local territory, the dominion in charge of a mission may simply call in whatever local operatives are in the same city or general area. Dominions generally can select any Black Hand member they want for their kamut ; they sometimes compete with each other over particularly talented operatives . There is also some status involved among the membership as to which dominions they have served under, based partly on the dominion's personalities, rumors of their relationships with the Seraphim or Sabbat leaders and their leadership abilities in the field. Impressing the right dominion can take a Black Hand operative far, and lead to more plum assignments, greater responsibilities and possibly even advancement to the rank of dominion . Technically, an operative does not have to accept a call to join a mission, but few refuse . Turning down a selection can make the operative look less than totally dedicated to the subsect's cause, afraid of possible risk, or simply rebellious and disloyal - none of which bode well for a member's future existence, much less status in the Hand.



The old-soldier network among dominions and experienced, well-known operatives can make it difficult for a newly sworn member to "break in" with one of the experienced reunion kamuts or be chosen for high-prestige missions or, more importantly for some, to have a chance at a low-generation target. Having a good mentor can make this easier, but generally, the best chance a young member has is to be assigned to a one-shot kamut, and do well enough to catch the eye of the dominion in charge or impress some of the veterans . For various reasons, one-shots tend to have the lowest success (and survival) ratings, partly because they tend to be given more potentially hazardous missions . One-shot kamuts also have a larger proportion of rookies or younger operatives, who are often included simply to add the weight of numbers to the mission, and can be considered potentially expendable should things go to hell in the field- Not that the Black Hand deliberately sets even its rookies up as cannon fodder (that is, after all, what Sabbat war parties are for), but the youngest and least experienced operatives are the most likely to make a fatal mistake under pressure - and, should worse come to worst, they're also the easiest to replace .



Kamuts generally start each mission with a Vaulderie . The ritus of sharing blood helps knit the group together even if some



COLUMNS



members don't much like each other . Black Hand operatives who frequently serve together in the same kamuts tend to have stronger Vinculi, since a kamut that works well together in one mission may be reassembled again in the future for another. As a general rule, soldiers who know and trust each other tend to



Columns are a relatively new development for the Black Hand . They are permanent kamuts that function both as a Sabbat-style pack, with frequent Vaulderies and communal resources, and a highly effective military unit, already mobilized and ready for any mission required of them . A number of



have higher levels of courage and cohesion as a group and can thus accomplish more ; this same principle holds true for Black Hand operatives as well . Veteran kamuts that are assembled again and again are called reunion packs . Some reunions even adopt informal nicknames not unlike regular Sabbat packs, and develop their own reputations and level of prestige, particularly among the younger members of the subsect .



FOR THE STORYTELLER : REFUGEES OF THE SEVERED HAND The Seraph Djuhah established the first columns' when he grew frustrated with the Manus Nigrum's recruitment rate. He selected the members for those columns based on the probability that they would accept Manus Nigrum initiation and serve that sect's agenda over that of the Black Hand . lzhim, suspicious of his protégé's motives, then established ,a few columns of his own that were personally loyal to him in response . The remaining columns are in an awkward position, left on their own without guidance from their respective Seraphim : For those who are also members of the Manus Nigrum, the silence from Enoch and the events of the Week of Nightmares have all but shattered the cult, leaving it bereft not only of leadership but also of purpose and direction . While some of the columns have kept in contact with other members of the Hand, and have responded to directions or orders from Jalan-Aajav and the acting Council of Seraphim, a few columns hold loyalty to either Djuhah or Izhim ur-Baal above their allegiance to the subsect- These renegade packs, such as the Sword of Night led by the young firebrand dominion Nizzam al-Latif, pursue their own agendas in their leader's absence and are potentially dangerous wild cards in the Jyhad . Those columns that feel a commitment to the subsect rather than an individual Seraph feel their best bet is to solidify their position within the Black Hand, and convince Jalan-Aajav of their usefulness . . . and more importantly, their loyalty . The very existence of the columns is not widely known ; if discovered, it could easily become a political hot potato, particularly with the regency ,in doubt . No one can predict what will happen once a new regent is finally chosen . Given the current tension over the open regency, the last thing the consistory needs to be reminded of is that the Black Hand has broken its long custom of integrating its agents among the Sabbat packs-and that packs of highly trained Black Hand operatives exist who owe allegiance only to a pair of Seraphim whose current whereabouts are unknown (and, Jalan-Aajav suspects were traitors to boot) .
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THE WATCH



columns were established by Izhim ur-Baal and Djuhah in recent decades, which some feared looked like preparation for some kind of coup or war between the two powerful Seraphs . While some of those columns vanished along with other Assamite antitribu, a few yet remain; it is unclear what they are doing in the absence of their respective commanding Seraphs . Jalan-Aajav is said to be more than a little suspicious of the remaining columns, but has not yet made any attempt to bring them back into the traditional fold . Columns have the structure of a regular Sabbat pack, but maintain a tighter disciplinary order, with a permanent commanding officer (a dominion rather than a ductus), and a clear chain of command within the coterie . When on the move (as they most often are), they are experts in finding safe havens for the day even in enemy territory . Members pack light, hunt stealthily and quickly, and dispose of all evidence of their presence . Unless intending to mount an attack, their goal is to avoid notice from any other Licks in the area, of either sect .



With the Black Hand's membership dispersed and scattered, sometimes as members of rival Sabbat packs, keeping the necessary levels of focus, strength of will, and unity of purpose among its operatives is a matter of real concern to the Hand's leadership . To keep the troops' edge, and to maintain communications from the Council of Seraphim down to the last operative, the Seraphim instituted the Watches . The Watches are a network of geographically based cells, usually one to a city, state or other logical regional area, made up of all the Black Hand operatives within that area, regardless of pack affiliation . Cities with high Sabbat populations, such as Miami, Montreal or Mexico City, may have more than one Watch ; domains where the Camarilla still dominates, or where even mortal numbers are low, will likely have but one, or even one spread out over several adjacent cities . The Watches serve two purposes . They provide a direct channel of communication between Black Hand members in a local area and their sometimes distant leadership, through the person of the Watch Commander. They also keep Black Hand members in contact with each other on a regular basis, to participate in the Vaulderie and other secret ritae ; to conduct weapons and mission drills to keep skills sharp and teamwork polished ; and to discuss subsect mysteries, prophecies, Gehenna and Noddist lore, so they don't forget what it is they're fighting for . When the operatives are members of rival Sabbat packs, this also



While the columns were originally all nomadic, in the past year or two a number of them have settled down, particularly in the newly conquered East Coast cities, awaiting further instructions from the Seraphim . Members share a common haven like a barracks, hunt cooperatively, and keep an otherwise low profile, even from other members of the Black Hand . To the local Sabbat around them, they are a Sabbat pack ; their affiliation with the Black Hand is kept a tightly guarded secret .
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serves to remind them that their real loyalty is to the Hand, and to put petty Sabbat rivalries aside when they conflict with their greater mission. The Watches meet in secret . Meetings are arranged through clandestine signals, whether coded messages on an Internet bulletin board or newspaper ad, graffiti painted on a particular section of wall, packets left at known drop points or even messages sent through animal minions . Members are expected to attend without attracting suspicion from their Sabbat packmates, which can sometimes require a fair bit of ingenuity, particularly if the operative's packmates do not know of her Black Hand connections . In times of need or crisis, calling the Watch can bring the full strength of the Black Hand in a given domain together fairly quickly, meaning the entire subsect is capable of mobilization on relatively short notice .



and escaping without notice than in charging the front gate with half-a-dozen Sabbat packs in warpaint at your heels . A Cainite is judged by her peers for what she has done, whom she has served under, and not only whom she has killed, but how well . The strength of the opposition matters, too. Killing mortals is so easy, some of the Chosen say, even the Camarilla can do it. Therefore, unless the circumstances are unusual, killing mortals gains an operative no particular accolade . The more powerful and experienced a Black Hand agent is, the more powerful and dangerous his adversaries need to be in order for him to earn any respect for destroying them . Degree of risk counts for something too, especially among the younger, more competitive removers - hand-to-hand combat with blades or bare hands is simply far more impressive than blasting away with a sniper rifle from a safe distance . So too is taking on a Cainite of age and experience and not a mere fledgling .



RANK



The most respected (and feared) Black Hand operatives, particularly the shakari and the most experienced removers, rarely seek notoriety . They are so focused on their mission, their loyalty to the Hand, and their duty to Father Caine, that status means little to them . Such concerns are for those who still hold fast to the trivialities of unlife . These fanatics are so dedicated to the Hand's core beliefs they are fearsome even to other Hand agents . To the average Sabbat, they're terrifying, simply because they are totally without fear (some say, even of fire or the dawn) . Those who truly follow the Hand's more esoteric philosophies are often granted a good deal of status and respect from their fellows simply because they do not seek it and their dedication is greatly admired . Surely they will gain Caine's favor before his Throne .



AND



RESPECT



Now let me make sure I'm hearing you correctly . You trapped a dozen homeless bums in a warehouse, hunted them between the stacks and crates using automatic weapons, and when you were tired of that game, you finished them off and burned the place to the ground . . . Tell me, am I actually supposed to be impressed by this? - Katherine Stoddard, Black Hand remover



To be a member of the Black Hand is to be an exceptional and highly talented vampire by definition. While the vast majority hold no special rank, they all take great pride in being one of Caine's Chosen, and in the responsibility and status that membership carries . That bit of bullshit aside, among their peers in the subsect, status is measured by an entirely different stick . Like the Sabbat, the Black Hand values courage, cunning, kick-ass toughness and even pure chutzpah ; but chutzpah alone, without actions to back it up, is meaningless . They also greatly admire efficiency and results-the ability to finish a job quickly and subtly with a minimum of effort for maximum possible results . They see more skill inherent in the finesse of a stake and dagger than a spray of automatic gunfire ; more mastery in penetrating the enemy's stronghold, doing the deed,



I



JOINING THE BLACK HAND From the journal of Piotr "Peter" Andreikov :



I admit Chang's invitation to join the Black Hand took me by surprise . After all, it was my packmate Druze who had been trying to attract their notice, not me . From all I had heard,



No SHIT, THERE W F W FAE . . . The Black Hand never talks about its successes - or failures - with outsiders, but its members do talk to each other . The oral tradition begun with the Admonitions has expanded into its own very private folklore, of which the more public tales of the Ebony Fox represent only the tip of a dark and deeply submerged iceberg. Stories range from historical anecdotes such as lzhim ur-Baal at the Council of Thorns, or speculations as to the outcome of a duel between Jalan-Aajav and Karsh, the Warlord of the Camarilla . Others involve clever feats or even dark humor, such as the assassin who had himself shipped overnight to the haven of a Ventrue expecting a delivery of his special vitae, and the inevitable chestnut of the remover who was attacked on the subway by a foolhardy (and now deceased) gang of young toughs . Others come from the personal experiences of the agent telling the story to the only audience that's allowed to hear it. An operative's reputation among his brothers and sisters in the Black Hand is based on what they know about him, though most stories mention only his code name . An ambitious operative finds it to his advantage for stories about his incredible 'feats to get around . The Hand is not a large organization ; it numbers a few hundred Cainites at most. It is not unusual for an operative who has been around for a few decades to know a good many other operatives by their code names, if not by sight, simply from the stories she's heard of them . War stories told among Black Hand members can make or break an operative's reputation - and it's believed that the dominions do pay attention to the tales they hear-
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THE ASSAMITE



how are they going to manage the rest of the truth or commit their unlives to Caine's service?



ExEMpTION



Third, they have to know when to keep their mouths shut, and when to follow orders . This is where we really start sifting out the shitheels . Most Sabbat think that freedom means that nobody, not even an archbishop, has a right to tell them what to do . But that's not the way we do things, and any Lick who can't handle it, we can do without . That's the basics, but there's more . Intelligence . Courage. A certain drive, ruthlessness, ambition, strength of will, and cleverness . And just plain all-around toughness, to handle yourself against a stronger foe, to know how to use your strengths instead of letting your weaknesses overpower you . Every dominion has her own list of such traits, of course . I just use that particular combination, and it seems to work for me .



The Assamite antitribu have always been a breed apart in the Black Hand, holding to their clan identity and maintaining their own private social circles . Until recently, they dominated the Hand leadership, with half the Seraphim on the council and a good third or more of the dominions . This created a considerable amount of resentment among other Hand operative's and dominions, who felt the Assamite domination of the subsect meant that others were often disregarded and undervalued . This was exacerbated by Assamite recruiting practices : The older Assamite dominions very rarely selected non-Assamite candidates to be trained and initiated into the Black Hand ._ In fact, they usually, selected mortals, then Embraced•and trained them separately for seven nears in their own private camps (giving as the reason for excluding others that the cadets would be using their clan Disciplines in most of their training and nonAssamites just couldn't be expected to keep up) . Now that the Assamites no longer dominate the Council of Seraphim or other posts of leadership and most of the elders who espoused the separatist policies have departed, how these practices may change remains to be seen .



RECOMMENDATIONS



Any Hand member can recommend someone to be considered, of course, though you shouldn't nominate anybody you wouldn't want in your kamut or guarding your back . Keep in mind that we're taking you on faith too, not just the Lick you say's got the right stuff . If you're right, that's a credit to your judgment- if you're wrong, it makes us wonder what the hell you were smoking. Don't put your rep on the line like that for just anybody unless you're willing to stand behind them all the way. And don't nominate a packmate . We never listen to those, there's too much bias in sharing blood . If your packmate's so great, ask somebody else to put in the word, someone who doesn't have a blood tie to him . Once we're given the name of a likely prospect, some dominion comes and checks her out . Everybody's got a particular style . Some just listen to gossip, get the scoop from the local rumor mill . If someone's that good, chances are other Licks notice. The Watch Commander's usually a good source of information, or the emissary or even the census-taker if there is one . They're supposed to keep an eye out for promising candidates . That's how we heard about you, in fact - yeah, that was Morales. He had the Watch in Charleston then . He was the one that put Chang on to you . Morales and Chang, they go way back .



the Black Hand was rather like being in a perpetual war party, only more so, and what I had seen of their removers in the siege of Charleston had not led me to believe otherwise . And I knew it was an invitation-only club, rather elitist in fact . Or so Druze had told me . As it turned out, he was right -just not in the way he would have liked to be .



LOOKING FOR A



FEw



GOOD CAINITES From my interview with Jafar, Assamite dominion and shakar :



I'll tell you, there are times I think my job would be a lot easier if the Hand just flat out Embraced all their own recruits and trained `em from their first night like we do, instead of having to sift through the chaff of the Sabbat looking for the one or two that have the right combination of skills, brains, guts and commitment to be an asset to us . I'll tell you what I look for, though. And if you run into any Licks who seem to have what it takes, you let me or Chang know . We could sure as hell use 'em right now . First, they have to be True Sabbat, and been around a while, kicked some ass on their own, maybe been on a siege or a war party or two . No point in initiating anybody who can't survive as Sabbat first, that's just common sense . Second, they need to be pretty well grounded in Caine, and believe . The fine points of detail we can work on, but that beliefs part of what we are, it's where we get our strength . It's gotta be there . If they don't buy into the history, the whole concept of Caine and the Antediluvians and Gehenna, then



CHAPTER Two



Anyway, some recruiters, they like to be a bit more proactive . They'll test the candidate, maybe arrange for a little trial by fire, an ordeal or something like that . Maybe they'll snatch the vato and drop him in Camarilla territory, or out in the middle of nowhere on a night with a full moon. Or maybe get a few of the Hand together and have a little hunt, with the candidate thinking he's running from a pack of Camarilla or something . See how good he is under pressure, how he reacts, thinks, fights back . Eventually the dominion makes up his mind, and if he likes the candidate, he makes the offer . You remember how that goes . If he says yes, we have him swear the first oath, and send him to be trained and initiated . If he says no, we're supposed to let him go, and that's it - he only gets one offer, and if he's really got what it takes, he won't let that offer go by . You weren't so easy to convince, I heard . But then, Chang ain't never been the kind who takes no for an answer .
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TRAINING, ORDEALS AND INITIATIONS



MENTORS



From the journal of Piotr "Peter" Andreikov I owe a hell of a lot to Chang . He was the one who got me into the Hand, even when I wasn't sure I wanted any part of it. He was there when I was initiated, too . And he introduced me to Teresita and some of the other dominions who handled strategic ops, so they'd know who I was, what I was good at, and more importantly, what I could do for them . There's no job bank for the Hand . No "Removers Wanted" section in the newsletter - hell, there's not even a newsletter . So the only way to get anywhere, to go where the action is and find the slot where you sort of fit in, is through word of mouth . You have to know the right people . Or know someone who does, who's willing to tell some dominions what he knows about you . So that's usually where the mentors come in . There's nothing really organized about it . Well, the Assamites are organized . Damned cliquish, actually ; if you're not an Assamite, you aren't worth their time, but don't tell ]afar I said that . Some of the other clans kinda watch out for the rookies of their own Blood too, to make sure they have a fair shake at things . If the Tzimisce have any kind of organized anything, though, I've never seen sign of it . Organization doesn't seem to be our strong point . Just as well Chang took a liking to me, I guess . But even if you haven't got the clan network going for you, you're not up shit creek . Chances are, whoever recommended you is keeping tabs, whether they're a dominion or just ordinary Joe Hand . If you do well, that makes them look good, `cause they discovered you, or some bullshit like that . So most of the time, they're the ones most willing to show you the ropes or tell you the tricks you didn't learn in training, like who's really who among the shakari, which dominions you really don't want to piss off, or who the best removers are to learn from . Maybe they figure out what you might be good at, and drop your name to a few of the dominions who might be putting a kamut together for something . So one of them gives you a shot, and then it's up to you . ome mentors are more helpful than others, obviously . To do you any good, they sort of have to have contacts of their own, and you just hope they're the right ones for you . I got lucky . I can handle myself in a fight, but that's not where I can best serve the Hand, and Chang knew that . And he's been around a long time, and he has a lot of contacts, him and his I fancy calling cards . He placed me in a scouting foray or two, where we were going into a Camarilla city and poking around, setting a few fires and seeing who turned up to put them out . I did some interrogations, then did some digging - it helps to be an ex-cop because you know how the paper trail works . I figured out who the most likely mook in the precinct office was to be doing blood on the side, and what kinds of access he had . Then I typed up a report for the dominion in charge of the operation . That made her happy, because it gave her some results to show up the line, and that made Chang look good . So I've been doing work for strategic ops, and he's been real good about indulging my curiosity, getting me in to talk to other agents for this research of mine .



From my interview with Teresita, dominion of Mexico City and acting Seraph, translated from the Spanish : Ah, such innocents you are when you first come to us! So fierce and proud, so sure of yourselves, so certain you know everything there is to know about being a hunter of the night! That is the first thing we take away, of course . We show you that you are only childer, and against the enemy we face, you are a kitten challenging a lion . Once you are convinced you know nothing, it is then you begin to learn . It is not an easy process, nor a short one. Some learn faster than others, of course . The Assamites train their fledglings for seven years, or so I have been told; be thankful you are not Assamite . Here, in five years or less, my cadets are either worthy to bear the sable crescent, or they are dead . And once they leave my care, they know the meaning of their service to Caine, and to the Hand. CAMP But you learn. We teach you the Art of Memory, so you can use your imagination and brain in tandem to sort and store your memories for easy retrieval when you need them . An ancient art it is, once practiced when few could read or write . We had no tape recorders then, nino querido mio, save what you could record up here, in your head . We teach you languages : Spanish, English, Arabic and others . We teach you the history of our kind, the traditions of Caine, and of course, the Admonitions - you remember them all, yes? Of course you do . You're a good boy . And you work hard on other things : to extend your skills as a hunter and warrior, to call on the powers of your Blood, to stretch your physical and mental limits, to master the Disciplines that are part of your clan's legacy from Caine, and to learn to awaken new ones . To use what you have in the most clever and imaginative way possible ; that is in truth the most important thing . For in each of you is the potential of our Father, but to reach that fullness takes patience and discipline, and many, many long years . Know, however, for each task you undertake, what you then possess - whether you are young in the Blood or have seen many centuries of the night - what you have will be adequate for the task, if you use it wisely . It is not the Disciplines of the Blood, but the discipline in your body, mind and soul that makes you worthy of Caine's blessing, and gives you the strength to prevail . You learn tools - the tools of this modem age, and those before it . Weapons, from claws, fangs and rocks, to daggers, swords and firearms . Did you know that the wooden dagger was once the weapon all Cainites carried, no matter what their clan or rank? It is still of use tonight, for when you need to subdue an enemy quietly and completely . In this, the blade still has advantages over the M- 16 or the shotgun . If you have a chance for but one blow, a sword is a far more effective weapon against our kind than a handgun, and better yet, it makes no noise . BOOT
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recognize and accommodate their weaknesses . You learn the patience of the hunter, judging when it is time to attack and when to retreat ; you learn to value good intelligence, what questions to ask and where to find the answers . You learn to find shelter and sustenance in unfamiliar territory, to hide under the enemy's very nose, to find your way to any destination or back to your base . You learn to work as a kamut, to follow orders, and maintain discipline and continue on your mission even if your dominion is destroyed . You learn judgment, to know when to carry out a mission even if you are the only survivor of your kamut, or when it is better to retreat and await reinforcements . You learn to blend in unnoticed among mortals, and even among the Camarilla . Your tests grow harder and more challenging ; you infiltrate enemy territory and practice your shakar skills on small game - the clanless and castoffs on the fringe of Camarilla society. We do not coddle our cadets, as you



And we teach you even greater things, as you grow in your new knowledge . We teach you to work as teams, to trust and rely on each other, to hold fast to your loyalties . We teach you the ritae, both those common to all Sabbat, and those for the Black Hand alone . You learn the codes of recognition, the signs we use to mark our drop points, the means to find and communicate with each other . You learn codes and cryptography, and how to hide this information so that our enemies cannot easily delve into your mind and find what you have hidden there . TESTING AND ORDEALS But it is not so easy, this training, as you remember . For a sword is strong only after it has been tempered, beaten, and tempered again - and you are strong only after you have been tested with fire . We must test you, even more harshly than our enemies will, for it is better that you fail now than later, when much may depend on you . This is when we winnow out the unworthy ; for those who cannot hold fast and prevail must be destroyed . And in that you are all equally responsible - you remember your first hunt, yes? In the purging of the weak, you all become stronger . Always remember, your testing does not end with your final initiation . We will continue to test you, even if you reach the rank of dominion - for your vows are sacred, and your soul is sworn to Caine . And what you have learned, we test and refine in the field, for experience is truly the greatest of all teachers . As the Admonitions say, if you learn from your own mistakes, you may attribute that to luck; but if you learn from the mistakes of others you demonstrate true wisdom . You learn the use of strategy, how to plan a strike and carry it out, how to expect the unexpected, to anticipate the need for contingencies and prepare for them . To use every individual in your pack according to their strengths, and to



FOR THE STORYTELLER : TRAINING GAMES The dominions of the Black Hand believe that nothing teaches like experience, and it is best for cadets to make their most grievous errors of judgment (especially potentially fatal ones) in training, rather than on a real mission . As cadets advance, they are sent on increasingly more complicated and dangerous training exercises, often in competition with cadets from another camp, or against experienced Hand operatives who take their job of playing the opposition very seriously . No holds are barred, save Final Death - though accidents do sometimes happen . A training exercise may involve a cross-country race : from New York to Tijuana, starting with nothing but the clothes on the cadets' hacks - and possibly with a Black Hand kamut in hot pursuit to pick up any stragglers . Cadets may be dropped inside Camarilla or even Sabbat territory with a list of items to acquire and a deadline by which they are to present themselves and their booty, usually at a location at least an hour's drive away . Cadet packs may simulate sieges or war parties, in which one pack is the attacker and the other defends . They race over obstacle courses - a timed trek over a pre laid route filled with skyscrapers under construction, abandoned factories, or even a Ventrue primogen's country estate where the cadets must pick up markers left there by a previous team . Traditional war games like capture the flag are played' both in remote wilderness sites - and in urban centers, with live ammunition . The cadets hunt each other where points are awarded to whoever can evade capture by his fellows the longest, or even pick off his hunters, one by one .. And in all their training, they are always careful to not be caught in the act, not by the Camarilla or other Sabbat' packs honing their skills for when discovery will likely mean their Final Death .



FOR THE STORYTELLER : THE POWER OF PARANOIA The Black Hand takes its members' vows extremely seriously . All Hand members, from cadets and rookies to experienced operatives, are told to expect their loyalty to be tested at all times . Paranoia sets in - one can never be certain, should anyone come to them with a tempting offer to become a double-agent or betray the Hand in any way, that it is not a test. . . and so few are likely to consider that offer worth the risk . All members remember at least one "hunt in their training, where they were required to hunt down, capture, interrogate and then destroy one of their fellow cadets - and realize how easy it might be, in a society of elite predators, to become the subject of such a hunt themselves . Only the most astute operatives, in comparing hoot camp experiences with their comrades, make the observation that the "hunt" exercise always seems to occur at about the same point in the training cycle, almost as if it is actually part of the traditional curriculum . .- .
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remember . It is better to train with live steel, the Admonitions say, and suffer pain, than to lack the experience that only live steel can give . When the blade bites or the claw slashes deep into your own flesh, you are then motivated to improve your own defense . If you can survive what we will throw against you, the chances of you surviving any future mission have been greatly increased .



Ritae



INITIATIONS And finally, it is time for the final test . . .but I will not speak of that to your machine, querido mio . Some things should never be spoken of, but only experienced, and experienced alone, in the darkest recesses of your heart . Yes, turn it off, for now . . .gracias . End of interview transcript



T HE RITUS OF INITIATION are already an important part of Sabbat culture ; every True Sabbat has undergone Creation Rites and the



rHB.VbualitnTdchkem,swyogftrSabnseoct as well, both formal and informal . The formal rite of initiation into the Chosen of Caine is simple, but filled with symbolic meanings . Only one cadet is initiated at a time, so the full impact of the ritual may be felt by undergoing it alone (though other cadets may be initiated that same night, in separate rituals) . The initiate has already passed the final tests (Storytellers, see Chapter Five for suggestions), and is ready now to swear her allegiance o Caine and his Chosen . She has spent the day in a stone tomb to symbolize surrendering her unlife and self-determination, lying naked 'save for a linen shroud . When the proper time comes, she is taken on a bier to a place of ritual ; a circle of stone is traditional, though the site may be either outdoors or deep underground . There, in the presence of at least three dominions, one of whom may be her sponsor, she answer the questions put to her about her willingness to sacrifice her unlife, blood and soul to Caine's purpose . Some of her blood is put into a Vaulderie vessel, along with that of the other participants and witnesses, which is then ritually blessed . She is given a robe of black to wear, and is sometimes even given armor. Then, kneeling before the senior dominion with his sword point to her throat, she takes the oath, swearing by her own blood . He accepts her oath formally as well, dipping a finger into the cup and drawing a mystical sigil in blood on her forehead to seal her vow . The initiate offers her right hand, palm up, relying on willpower o steady her as a dominion with skilled in blood sorcery uses an sharpened awl dipped in the contents of the cup to cut the crescent into her palm . The initiate is the first to drink from the Vaulderie cup. It is a potent draft indeed, for it activates the thaumaturgical ritual . The wound in her flesh burns itself painfully deep, then heals, leaving a perfectly shaped black crescent . The cup is shared among all participants, as witnesses to her oath . A Blood Feast follows, attended by as many of the Hand as can be there, to introduce themselves and meet their new sister in Caine's serviceI, [Piotr AndreikovI, am dead . As on the night of my First Death and Embrace, l gave up all claim to the mortal world, so on this night of my Second Death do I relinquish all claim to my own eternal existence . I am dead, and in death I submit myself to the judgment of Father Caine, to accept his words as my law, his true childer as my brothers and sisters, my clan, my blood . I submit myself to the leadership of the Seraphim, the dominions, and all they may place in authority over me, to be obeyed without question or hesitation . From this night forth, I am dead, and so death holds no power over me ; for I am in the service of Caine, a warrior of the Great Jyhad, from death reborn into the company of Caine's Chosen, his own Black Hand . Should I fail in this my most sacred oath, may, all who share in this cup and witness my oath tonight hunt me down as one foresworn, unworthy of the gift of Caine's Blood, and destroy me without mercy .' This do I swear by my name, by the Blood by which my sire made me, and by the Blood I accept this night . So let it be remembered, so let it be done . ritae



THE OATH OF INITIATION I, [Piotr Andreikov], am dead . As on the night of my First Death and Embrace ; I gave up all claim to the mortal world, so on this night of my Second Death do I relinquish all claim to my own eternal existence . I am dead, and . in death I submit myself to the judgment of Father Caine, to accept his words as my law, his true childer as my brothers and sisters, my clan, my blood . I submit myself to the leadership of the Seraphim, the dominions, and all they may place in authority over me, to be obeyed without question or hesitation . From this night forth, lam dead, and so death holds no power over me ; for I am in the service of Caine, a warrior of the Great Jyhad, from death reborn into the company of Caine's Chosen, his own Black Hand . Should I fail in this my most sacred oath, may all who share in this cup and witness my oath tonight hunt me down as one foresworn, unworthy of the gift of Caine's Blood, and destroy me without mercy . This do I swear by my name, by the Blood by which my sire made me, and by the Blood I accept this night . So let it be remembered,, so let it be done .
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But the most commonly known fragments of the Book of Nod do agree in principle, if not in exact verse . The Camarilla would like to treat it as a fable, more of a morality play than our Father's plans for eternity . Although I see signs that perhaps they are not so sure of themselves now . But as they have done before, they believe that if they can suppress the truth, that will stop the future from happening. I've heard there's an archon who bums all copies of the Book of Nod he finds - I'm sure he would bum De Laurent too, if he could catch him . But no matter how fervently the chicken believes the fox is a myth and the farmer is her friend, she's still going to end up as somebody's dinner.



APOCALYPSE NOW: THE WAY OF THE BLACK HAND Victory at all costs, victory in spite of all terror, victory however long and hard the road may be ; for without victory there is no survival . - Winston Churchill From the journal of Piotr "Peter" Andreikov : So, we're a Gehenna cult. So what? What makes us different than the rest of the Sabbat or any of those other loony fringe types? Other than the fact that we're obviously right, and they're fucked? Because we have a couple chapters of the Book of Nod that somehow got left out of their editions? How do we know the Book of Nod isn't a total forgery to start with? That's the trouble with prophecies. You can't tell what's genuine prescience and what's total bullshit until the things being prophesied are already happening, and then it's too late to do you any good . Or maybe it just looks as though that's what the words meant, but maybe it's just wishful thinking on the part of someone who wants to prove something . You know the saying, to the man who has the hammer. . . .



As I said before, what you have learned of the Antediluvians, the Final Nights, Gehenna . . . that is the first step on the road to wisdom . And we who have died the Second Death, we are more than Ventrue, Brujah, Assamite, Tzimisce . No longer merely the childer of our sires, we are Caine's true childer, his chosen warriors, and the instrument of his vengeance against the kinslayers of old. Yes, his vengeance . The Third Generation condemned itself by its own actions, but we can redeem ourselves of its treacherous blood by our service to Caine in the Final Nights . This is what it means to die the Second Death . In one of the lesser-known fragments of the Book Nod-one that De Laurent apparently never saw - it speaks of those who have died twice, and been thrice reborn.. .ah, let me recite the full verse for you : Beware the Cainite who forgets his Curse, As to dream of mortal harmony . For all his cities will become ash And all his dreams shall be scattered to the winds A new enemy attends him now, The childer of his arrogance Twice born, thrice reborn, hungry for death Nurtured on devoured souls Savoring war as substance . The passage before it speaks of the seven who are joined for five hundred years, seeking unity among the Damned clearly the Camarilla, who are seven no longer . And as for the new enemy, I think you need look no further to find the answer to that than your own right hand .



of



This stuffs even harder to pin down than the history, and what documentation there is . . .well, I don't know who the hell this Aristotle de Laurent is, or what his qualifications are, so how am I supposed to know whether his research, much less his translation, is valid or not? I mentioned this to Chang, and he gave me a phone number to call in South Dakota, of all places, and a couple of code phrases, so this expert he was sending me to would agree to talk to me and not skin me alive and tan my hide for a bookcover. I honestly thought he was joking . That was before I saw what this guy was working on in his back room. And he isn't even Tzimisce . . . .



THE BOOK OF NOD A PRIMER FOR GEHENNA



CAINE'S



From my interview with Blackhorse Tanner, Ventrue shakar and Noddist fanatic Let me see your hand. Yes, good, good . And Parvati's First Rule? Yes, and the thirteenth? Very good, yes, there are only twelve . And how is my esteemed brother Mr . Chang? It has been a while since he came this far west - I imagine affairs in the east and in Mexico keep him busy these nights . Let me clean these tools and put them away. Wouldn't want them to get rusty.



As his heirs, inheritors of Caine's blood, we have his promise : That he who partakes of the true blood of Caine and serves him faithfully, even though he may perish, he shall not be lost . For it is written: His children will be reborn from the ashes, The blood shall call them forth, Even from the land of shadows, From ashes they shall rise and walk again . So let none of the faithful fear death, Zillah's tears shall nourish them, Blood of the Second Generation, Shed in sorrow for the loss of her brothers . So shall the faithful become Zillah's childer, And share in Caine's triumph, And rule at their Father's side .



There . Let us sit out on the porch, where we can see the stars. What was it you wished to discuss? Well, I wouldn't say the Book of Nod is a forgery; that's probably going too far. De Laurent is crazy, but sincere enough in his scholarship. I'd say rather that it's incomplete, which even he admits, if you pin him down on it. But that's not entirely his fault ; Caine's Promise is not intended for everyone, but only for his true childer, born of his blood, not those of the traitorous Third Generation . Zillah's childer, born of her tears - ah, you have not tasted the Stone? Do so soon if you can, Winter . The Final Nights are short .



CHAPTER Two:



PROMISE



So that is our holy purpose, to stand against the Antediluvians at Gehenna, and so shall the worthy of Caine's blood be saved . So then we may stand proudly before the black throne and face Caine's judgment, for we have done his will, and proven ourselves his true heirs .
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That is his promise to us, Caine's promise . Those who are faithful, who have partaken of Zillah's Tears, those he shall recall from death in the night of his triumph, and from their ashes they shall be remade, to serve him, and rule over the children of Seth - and that is why you must seek the Weeping Stone. Oh, yes, I know you don't believe it now . But when you taste it . . . then you will . Then you will understand .



master the discipline to seek something more from eternity than indulging every petty impulse, those may yet prove themselves worthy, as you did . Keep your eyes open for such a one, so that he may also be elevated to the ranks of the Chosen . As for the rest - their fate is in Caine's hands, not ours . Of course we don't tell them. Perhaps I should not even have told you, but you had already figured it out. I don't know for certain myself . I'm not a dominion, and I'm certain there are parts of the chronicles, the prophecies, even the Admonitions and Commentaries, that I've never seen . And I've seen more than most - like you, I ask too many questions .



NURTURED ON DEVOURED SOULS Diablerie was the crime of the Third Generation ; it seems odd, does it not, that we have taken their crime and made it all but a sacrament? Yet look at the difference between murder, which is to cause the death of another in times of peace, and the job of a soldier, who kills in wartime and is judged a hero for it . In murder, the victim is innocent - as were the childer of Caine, innocent at least of any crime as terrible as the one perpetrated upon them . Kinslaying is abhorrent to Caine, and so we do not kill each other ; you know it is not the will of our Father that we challenge each other in Monomacy . We are brothers and sisters of one Father, reborn into his blood, and so we honor that blood in each other, and do not seek to repeat our ancestors' sins . But the Book of Nod in all its fragments speaks of diablerie as retribution, the just punishment upon those who disregard the words of Caine . And we are the instruments of that punishment, Caine's retribution against those who defied him . Their blood we reclaim as Caine's true childer, and grow closer to our Father in power for it . Thus we are made stronger in his image at the cost of his enemies . As warriors, it is our duty to seek any means to better our skills, and also then the strength of our blood, so we might better serve our Father. Do not challenge needlessly, Winter, as the Sabbat do, thinking only of their own advancement or indulging their spite . Use your strength wisely, for true power, like true wisdom, is not gained in mighty leaps, but in incremental steps . For he who leaps may reach the summit sooner, but he may more likely fall ; while he who ascends one step at a time will surely reach the top .



But Gehenna is coming. You remember back in '99, right? When the Seraphim called The Greatest FaU? Right, I've heard it called that, as well . I had nightmares too, dark and terrible things. But that was no mere typhoon, as if you need me to tell you that - though the cover-up was very good, I'll grant you that. I was there with a special kamut less than a week later, and already most of the evidence had been cleaned up or washed away in the floods . Over a million dead, they said, and that was just the mortals . And believe me - I examined the bodies, pulled them out of the sewage that was once a river. They didn't look like drowning victims to me, not all of them . I know a drowned corpse when I see one, even when it's been in the water rotting for a week . And the Ravnos are gone now . Almost all of them; I know a couple who survived because their packmates staked them from the first night, but as a clan they're broken . Only one thing could have caused what happened . Right . That's what most of us think . A pity we didn't get a chance to investigate closer while it was happening . We're not sure what the hell killed it, yet . But you can be damned sure it wasn't the weather . A pity, too, that it happened in such a remote place - too easy to believe a couple of faked satellite photos and tales of a natural disaster. Too easy to ignore the warning, the evidence of what is to come, to dismiss it as a freak occurrence rather than the herald of Gehenna!



Of course, if one of the Sabbat challenges you, then by Caine's beard, kill the little bastard and drink him down . Arrogance of that sort cannot go unpunished, and we must occasionally remind them what it means to be Black Hand and that they should be grateful we're on their side .



Forgive my outburst, my brother, you are in no danger from me . As you see, I believe these are indeed the End Times, and it angers me that they cannot see the obvious - refuse to see it, just because it happens on the other side of the world and can be so easily explained away.



GEHENNA IS COMING



A



The next time, I guarantee you, they won't be so lucky .



THE ROLE OF THE SABBAT h, yes . The Sabbat, the Sword of Caine, the soldiers of this army who harry the pawns of the Antediluvians . They, too, have their part to play, as all soldiers must. And it is our part, as the officers of that army, to lead them into battle, and keep them focused on the final goal . But your guess is correct . . . their part is not ours, or perhaps I should say, our inheritance, Caine's Promise, is not theirs . Are you surprised? Ask yourself, my brother, how many of them are truly worthy of it? They talk of freedom, but do not want the burden of responsibility ; they savor violence for its own sake, but act without purpose or cause ; they hold to their pride and Darwinistic arrogance, so certain they alone know the truth, but seek only their own glory . They profess advancement by merit, but their leaders are corrupt and cling to power as tightly as any Camarilla prince. Those who can rise above their own appetites,



t



All the Signs are coming together now. The thin-blooded exist, and their numbers grow every year . Oh, yes, they exist . Believe me, you'll know if you taste one . Their blood's practically mortal -Caine's potency thinned down to the dregs . I've drunk down ghouls that were stronger in the Blood . You've seen the Star - of course you have . It pulses like a beacon in the night sky, yet it remains invisible to mortal eyes or their mighty telescopes . It is not a natural thing ; it does not obey natural laws, any more than we do . We don't know why it's there, but it was not there before 1999 . I know every star in these skies - this one is different . Yes . It is . Even we, as terrible as we are, know it is evil, a thing to be feared . Is it that Star that woke the Antediluvian in Bangladesh? Perhaps . Again, we do not know . But if so, it shall not be the last .
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The Final Nights are coming. But it is for the Final Nights that we exist . That is the war we are preparing for ; for which all our sieges and war parties against their pawns in the Camarilla are but training missions, to temper us and hone us to face our true foes, to purge out the weak and empower to the strong . Are you prepared to die, Winter? Ah, good answer . You know your catechism well. Yes . We are already dead . CAINE'S



CHOSEN THE WARRIOR ELITE The samurai warriors of Japan followed a way of thought they called bushido. They considered themselves dead men therefore, death held no fear for them . Having no care for their own lives, they were capable of many great things, but their only purpose in this un-death of theirs was to die in their lord's service . They didn't care about titles, or promotions, or material things . Death was their purpose .
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Sound familiar? It should. Our way is based on much the same concept . The major difference being, of course, that we were dead to start with. We know something about death . . . we've all been through it. But that mortal death, our Embrace into unlife, what does it truly change? A man who was a bully in life remains one in unlife . A liar still lies, a coward is still afraid, those whose souls are hungry for power merely adapt to the kinds of power now available to them, and learn how to use their new talents to gain it . The bloodthirsty monster you see at the Fire Dance, or the haughty, manipulative tyrant in a Camarilla Elysium, each is merely a once-mortal soul, freed of the restraints of humanity. And as wretched, fearful and hollow as their existence may be, still they cling to it with all their strength - and the older they grow, the tighter their grasp becomes, the greater their fear of losing it . That is where they are weak, Winter. And that is where we are strong. Because we are already dead, death holds no power over us. Think it through . See how tremendously liberating that is? To know that for us, every night, every moment of our current existence is a gift, given us by our Father Caine . Not something we need defend or worry about. We're already dead . Whatever we do beyond our Second Death, it is no longer for ourselves we act .



you name it . Although I think my own clan still has the comer on taste-free decorating, if you know what I mean. But it wasn't the skulls or tanning projects that caught my attention, or even the poor naked bastards he had hanging from meathooks in the comer, staked and awaiting their turn . It was the books . Tomes, really, big massive things . Nicely bound in fine leather . . .I could guess what kind . I opened the one on the reading stand. The pages were loose, not bound inside yet, I suppose so he could add more as he did his research . They weren't paper, either ; they were too stiff, with an odd texturing - some kind of parchment or vellum, like they used back in the Dark Ages . This book was all Ventrue, showing lines of descent, sire to childe, sometimes as many as nine or ten generations . I've heard the Ventrue keep track of things like that . Some of the names were familiar to me : Hardestadt, Pieterzoon, Mithras, Lucinde. And others I'd never heard of: Gaius Marcellus, Valerius, Jurgen, Doran . Many descendants on each page were marked as deceased, some with dates - and some were quite recent, too. Some of those had little checkmarks by them maybe that's how Blackhorse keeps score . I noticed there was an equally thick book for the Toreador, the Nosferatu, and a bunch of the other clans . None for the Tzimisce, though . Or the Lasombra, either, now that I think about it. Too bad . Would have been interesting to see . End of journal entry



And that's our strength, because a man who is already dead need fear nothing. They are afraid, little brother . Afraid of the kine, afraid of their allies, their own childer, their own Beasts. All they do is based on fear . And they are very, very afraid of us, because we have no fear, and they cannot fathom it - cannot rationalize it. They know we can destroy them, because we have no fear .



THE BLACK HAND IN SABBAT POLITICS



And so we will . It is our duty to purge the weak, and reclaim Caine's blood from the unworthy. It is our task to destroy the pawns of the Antediluvians, so that when they call, there will be no one to answer. And it is our sworn duty to our Father, whose blood we all bear, to destroy the faithless Third Generation, or meet Final Death ourselves in the attempt . That is who we are, and why we exist . Like the samurai of old, we are dead, and death is our purpose . We cannot afford to pamper the weak, nor show mercy to those we have defeated . The stakes are too high . Gehenna will come whether the Sabbat is ready or not . But we will be ready, and waiting, when it does .



The Black Hand is officially neutral in Sabbat politics ; however, that has never meant it is not involved . Still, the Hand as an organization is reluctant to take a public stand on any issue unless the security of the entire sect is at stake ; its primary directive, as far as the rest of the Sabbat is concerned, is to back up the regent and sect leadership as a whole . When two Sabbat leaders are at odds, the Black Hand does not become involved in their dispute . This public neutrality preserves the Hand's independence - the consistory doesn't have cause to fear its interference in political matters - and also saves face, in that the Hand has never been known to support a losing side . If and when the Hand does feel obliged to step in, it does so with all the force at its command, as it did when supporting Galbraith's call to end the Second Civil War . If the Black Hand takes a stand, it's there to win, and the entire Sabbat knows it . Needless to say, that's far too heavy-handed an approach to use unless the situation cannot be resolved with anything less . The Black Hand's greatest political asset is not its reputation as the military elite of the Sabbat, but its web of connections that go down to the grassroots level of the individual Sabbat packs . The Hand leadership knows, far better than the consistory, what's going on at the local level : the leanings of bishops and ducti for or against a particular Crusade ; which prisci are feared, and which ones simply avoided or ignored ; which packs have suffered the greatest losses in the last siege . Black Hand agents, both known and unknown, listen to their



May it be soon. TRIVIAL



PURSUITS



From the journal of Piotr "Peter" Andreikov : I guess if Blackhorse wasn't a vampire, he'd be considered criminally insane . But since we're all vampires here, he's just . . . well, even for one of us, he's a bit over the edge, but the Hand has a lot of Licks like that . So we do the logical thing: We just hand them a weapon and point them at the enemy . He showed me some of his "work," in the back. I already figured him for a headhunter, and I was right . There was a row of grinning fanged skulls, all a bit off-proportion in some way or deformed . Nosferatu, I guess. And at least one .. . well, I'd call it a hide, it still had hair on it . But not animal hair. Gangrel, maybe . And there were two more human-sized skins stretched out over a rack, where he'd obviously been working . But you get used to seeing weird shit in Sabbat havens . Bones, fangs, skulls,
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packmates and report what they hear to their superiors . Even more importantly, they talk, and present the Black Hand's agenda to the Sabbat rank and file as simple common sense, couched in terms the Sabbat will buy into . An emissary advises a bishop on political as well as military strategy ; a dominion teaches more than guerrilla combat techniques when she lectures a war party; the Seraph has the private ear of a priscus or cardinal he has helped in the past .



But the hulul deserted with the other Assamite elders, and none have claimed his place, or sought to repossess the ancient Blood he still carries . Now that Yazid Tamari has been appointed Seraph pro tern (and none doubt he will be one of those retained, as the idea of the Black Hand without an Assamite Seraph is simply unthinkable), he has begun a carefully paced reconciliation between the remaining Assamites and their fellow Hand operatives, and has even asked Assamite rafiq to study their non-Hand brethren more closely, and see if any might have the mettle of which good Hand agents and shakari are made .



More than any other faction, the Black Hand has the most organized internal intelligence network in the sect, and through its widely distributed membership, an unobtrusive means of seeding its ideas among the Sabbat at large . In a sect with frequent turnovers in leadership, where a mob is a legitimate power base, being able to influence grassroots support is a formidable political tool, if it is used carefully and at exactly the right moment . It's not guaranteed, of course ; the number of actual operatives in any given city is small, and they aren't necessarily as skilled as the local bishop is at persuading their fellow Sabbat to do things . The most recent time the Hand actually used their leverage was in the defense of the remaining Assamite antitribu . However, in these Final Nights, that will most certainly not be the last.



BR UJAH ANTITRIB Somewhat notorious for always being ready for a fight, Brujah antitribu in the Hand often find themselves on the front lines for their facility with Presence, impressive strength and blinding speed of attack . Still, there are not as many Brujah in the Hand as one might expect. Their (often well-justified) reputation for being short tempered is an asset where subtlety or self-control are necessary fop' survival . This is compounded by Sabbat culture, which often derides any attempt at self-cons r as weakness and a supression of one's true vampiric NAture . ake the ranks of This being the case (he h have learned to the Hand are oftentai , nAUh i i vA "i k balance the passion of the it B,11,r wwt+ rL,a.lcoolness of intellect and the strength of will and purpose . &uj~Ierve as removers, but also as emissaries and trainee of Sabbat war parties - who won't put up with any shit from the troops . Brujah have also often served honorably as seconds, either to a dominion or (on two occasions) to one of the Seraphim, where their talents as soldiers, their passion for the cause and capacity for personal loyalty have earned high renown and honor, even if the recognition came posthumously .



CLANS AND POINTS OF VIEW In theory, a member of almost any Sabbat clan is a potential Black Hand member . In practice, since the dominions do the recruiting, and the subsect's agenda requires a high degree of martial ability as well as intelligence and ruthlessness, most of the membership is either Assamite antitribu, or of the City or Country Gangrel antitribu lines . However, every clan has something to offer, and a sufficiently talented, motivated, or competent individual from almost any background might be considered .



ASSAMiTE ANTITRIBU While the Assamite antitribu are no longer the dominant



GANGREL ANTITRIBU



voice in the Black Hand's leadership, they still make up a large segment of its membership . Many who remain are less than three centuries in age, and most are far younger than that . Even so, due to the intensive (and exclusive) training their cadets undergo, Assamite operatives are motivated, loyal and highly efficient, capable of acting as removers, strategists and spies as well as their almost obligatory role as shakari. Many of the Assamite antitribu are on the Path of Caine, which calls upon them to become the ultimate Noddist paragons, seeking diablerie to advance themselves closer to Caine and to develop their physical, mental and spiritual abilities to the highest possible level . However, their intense focus on selfdevelopment and furtherance of the cause has tended to make the Assamites seem stand-offish and elitist to other members of the subsect . Previously, the Assamites fraternized (if, indeed, they could be said to fraternize at all) mostly with their own brothers ; in fact, only with other Hand Assamites, generally disdaining all but a talented few of their clan who were Embraced outside the Hand's own traditions . In addition to the two Assamite Seraphs, they even had their own sub-subsect leader, the hulul, who was said to have carried the Blood of the Lasombra Antediluvian, which was passed on from hulul to hulul every hundred years through ritual diablerie.



antitribu make up another substantial faction in the Black



Ruthless, tough and resourceful, City and Country Gangrel Hand . Gangrel are most commonly seen (and thought of) as removers, the roughneck frontline ass-kickers with claws . In practice, however, Gangrel have filled every job and position of responsibility the Hand has to,9ffff, from Seraph on down, including socially prominent one emissary. There's nothing quite like the flat stare of ve upiled yellow eyes to keep the number of petty requests for nd muscle down to a slow trickle . Gangrel also often act as ffrward scouts and couriers, relying on animal gho as spies ssengers or lookouts in their missions, or takin and scouting on their own . If a clan as widely v*.ied as the, 3angrol has a common pendence that is fault, it's that the se ak of cu their primary survival trsfr%]so leads them to be sometimes difficult to work with . Touchy ;`susp{C£ous and sometimes more than a little feral, Gangrel don't always like taking orders from just any old Lick who thinks he's got some authority . Their self-sufficiency does, however, produce some excellent solo agents, "lone wolves" who can handle spying, scouting, or even assassination assignments with little or no support from a kamut .
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LASOMBRA The leaders of the Sabbat do not lead the Hand, but their strength, skill with shadows, and drive to succeed make them good undercover operatives. Shadows hide other operatives from easy view, and they are not picked up on video monitors a distinct advantage in beating high-tech security systems . The most talented can become shadows themselves, or step through the Abyss and come out on the other side of a locked door or solid wall, though that talent is rarely present in a Lasombra operative willing to take his chances with whatever's on the other side of that wall withoutbetter intelligence first. A number of Lasombra become emissaries, where their political acumen flourishes with the power serving as the contact between Sabbat archbishops and their venerable masters in the Black Hand-



makes them formidable psychological weapons as well as good soldiers . In the recent sieges of Durham and Norfolk, the Camarilla leaders seemed more panicked over the possibility that mere mortals might see the foul and disgusting creatures than they by the Nosferatu themselves - a situation that the Hand Creeps were quick to exploit . TOREADOR ANTITRIBU A few Toreador antitribu have proven themselves talented enough to be of great value to the Black Hand, but only a very few . This may reflect the prejudices of the Hand's leadership more than a lack of ability or dedication on the part of potential Toreador recruits-the subsect has so long been dominated by Assamite and Gangrel antitribu that such prejudices become a matter of ingrained habit, rather than reason . The few Toreador who have so proven themselves tend to hold themselves somewhat apart from the vast hulk of their Perv brethren, and take some pride in their rare and exalted position as Hand operatives . The recent appointment of Ondine "Boudicca" Sinclair to the rank of dominion has greatly encouraged the Toreador operatives, who hope that the past biases of the Hand leadership against recruiting Toreador cadets is now due for a change .



Since the death of Corvus, the Lasombra have felt decidedly under-represented in the leadership of the Hand, though Jalan-Aajav's appointment of Banjoko has already served to mollify Lasombra pride . As one of the majority clans of the Sabbat, several Lasombra operatives have expressed the opinion that no clan should ever hold more than one Seraph seat - and that one Seraph should always be Lasombra . If Jalan-Aajav has any opinions on this matter, he has chosen to keep them to himself.



TZIMISCE Monstrous by their very reputations, the Tzimisce are a small but valuable minority in the Black Hand .Theirflscatng abilities give them an uncanny gift for disguises, both for themselves and their non-Tzimisce comrades . The Tzimisce Dr. Morrow, known as the "Skindoctor," has become particularly gifted in the delicate art of creating perfect doppelgangers, making over a Hand operative to replace a specific individual in Camarilla circles . A small cabal of elder Hand Tzimisce are some of the subsect's premiere Noddist researchers and scholars, and a talented few have developed some mastery of their ancient traditions of sorcery . A number of younger members of the clan specialize in intelligence gathering, including soul-riding animals in order to gain access to places a human-sized operative cannot go . The most terrifying Tzimisce operatives are the removers, who compete with each other in creating the most fearsome and horrifying (yet still functional) combat forms for war parties, sometimes even giving their experienced packmates a shiver .



MALKAVIAN ANTITRIBU The Malkavian antitribu number few in the Black Hand ; the oft-voiced opinion of Hagar Stone, a Malkavian shakar, is that most of his clanmates simply aren't crazy enough to want the job . The Hand's recruiters are very tough on Malkavian prospects, generally doing all they can-to pin down the exact degree and severity of a particular individual's psychoses and derangements ; the sooner they can figure out exactly how crazy he is, the sooner they can cross him off the list as a "bad risk ." That being said, the few Malkavians who do make it past the vetting process are no less insane than their clanmates -it's just that whatever their particular brand of madness is, it generally works out as more of an asset than a liability to the Malkavian as an operative, and to the Hand as a group . Hagar's own obsessive attention to detail and perfectionist streak in his chosen profession make him a difficult and moody shakar for a kamut to work with ; on the other hand, when things do go according to his carefully detailed, footnoted plan (with six contingency plans marked in different colored ink), his rate of success is fast approaching the records of some of the Assamite antitribu who've been doing the same job for a century longer .



VENTRUE ANTITRIBU While not numerous in the Hand, their leadership abilities and intense dedication make those few Ventrue antitribu who are chosen valuable to the subsect, both in the courts of the Sabbat leadership and in the front lines . Ventrue antitribu have contributed both notable emissaries and removers to the Black Hand's cause ; of lesser fame, but equal importance behind the scenes, are the creative tycoons who have engineered a wide variety of methods for financing the Hand's various activities. Ventrue in the Black Hand often prove to be fervent devotees of the martial philosophy of the Second Death, not only contributing to the Hand's library of Admonitions and Commentaries, but dedicating their unlives to its precepts and providing inspiration for their fellow operatives to follow . The Hand Ventrue also practice an informal mentoring system among themselves, sponsoring worthy young Ventrue antitribu as cadets and providing advice and support to them once they are initiated .



NOSFERATU ANTITRIB Stealthy, powerful, twisted in mind and body, the Nosferatu antitribu of the Black Hand are, like Nosferatu everywhere, mostly unseen and vastly under-appreciated (or so they would be inclined to tell, anyone who bothers to ask) . In fact, the Nosferatu antitribu are a vital part of the Black Hand's operations, whether it is behind the scenes under the streets or in the front line . Their inherent drive to dig up other people's secrets - and the talents for doing so - make them valuable undercover operatives, gathering or trading intelligence the Hand needs to accurately plan its missions and set its priorities . While Nosferatu antitribu make a tremendous contribution as spies and information analysts, they're also valuable as removers ; their strength combined with their monstrous appearance
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The Black Hand is always on the lookout for good potential operatives ; however, their strong Noddist tradition and beliefs in the purity of Caine's blood automatically disqualifies members of the "mongrel" bloodlines, who are not considered true descendants of Caine . The egalitarianism espoused by the Sabbat is, of no import ;theHandsiow criteria as to who is worthy of Cai ne 's.BlSocidnsftae or suspect bloodlines such as the Tremere, Kiasyd, Panders, Gargoyles and Blood Brothers an • deliberately overlooked by the Hand recruiters, though t he I land has not hesitated to use such individuals to further its cause in other ways . (Some particularly talented members of impure bloodlines may serve as contract employees, spies, or specialized consultants, but do not receive the benefit of Hand training or support, nor are they allowed any knowledge of Hand ideology or secrets . Still, some cherish the faint hope that their work on the Hand's behalf might yet persi n ade it , c onsens ti ve leadership to change its biased recn n i t i n c po h . ies . ) The Black Ha ii i has nca Saluhri antitribu or Serpents of the Light members, nor is iIiat likely to change in the near future . The Sahibri auiinha nre certainly dedicated and fierce in their hated of the t ' .u i m Iii, but their cause is their own, and they seem all-con 
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